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Resum 
 
Actualment, els serveis òptics són essencialment estàtics, en els que els 
usuaris sol·liciten als proveïdors o ISPs l’ample de banda que necessiten 
Durant un cer període de temps. Aquest serveis s’aprovisionen de forma 
manual, la qual cosa pot suposar un treball llarg i costós. Els usuaris o les 
mateixes aplicacions necessiten flexibilitat per controlar els seus serveis al 
llarg de diferents dominis independents, ja que estan en millor posició que els 
proveïdors per escollir i gestionar camins òptics adaptats a les seves 
necessitats. Aquesta idea ha donat lloc a un nou paradigma en el mon de les 
xarxes anomenat “xarxes controlades per usuaris”.   
 
Amb el patrocini de Canarie, s’està duent a terme una investigació per tal 
d’aconseguir les xarxes controlades pels usuaris. D’aquesta investigació ha 
sorgit un sistema anomenat "User-Controlled Lightpath Provisioning" (UCLP) 
(Provisió de camins òptics controlats per usuaris) que permet als usuaris 
establir canals òptics d’extrem a extrem a través de diferents Sistemes 
Autònoms. Aquest software s’està desenvolupant al CRC (Communications 
Research Centre, Canada) amb la col·laboració de la Fundació i2Cat. 
 
UCLP es un sistema de gestió distribuït que utilitza la idea de OON (Objecte 
Orientat a Xarxa) i que es pot explicar com una eina de partició i configuració 
que representa cada recurs d’una xarxa física (fibres, targetes) com un servei 
o objecte. Aquest servei/objecte es pot posar sota el control de diversos 
usuaris de la xarxa per tal que puguin crear les seves pròpies topologies de 
xarxa IP. 
 
Fins ara, UCLP treballava amb equips de capa 1 i 2. El principal objectiu 
d’aquest projecte és trobar una solució per integrar equips de capa 3 al 
sistema. Concretament, es vol introduir un router basat en una nova tecnologia 
anomenada “estat de flux” (flow-state). Aquesta tecnologia, que permet 
reconèixer fluxos basats en determinades funcions de hash, realitza un extens 
procés al primer paquet d’un flux, associa aquest flux amb un estat i aplica el 
resultat d’aquest procés als següents paquets del flux, amb els quals, enlloc de 
realitzar enrutament, simplement els reenviarà sense mirar les taules 
d’enrutament.  
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Overview 
 
Currently, optical services are essentially static, and customers required to 
order bandwidth at fixed rates for predefined long periods of time. Service 
provisioning is typically configured and provisioned manually, which can be 
time-consuming and labour-intensive. Currently a new trend where companies, 
hospitals, universities and government facilities are starting to acquire their 
own fiber, instead hiring capacity to operators. Therefore these new users, 
together with high bandwidth grid emerging applications, coming from the 
research community, need to flexibly control the provisioning of services across 
multiple independent domains, since they have to manage their own resources. 
This has led to a new networks paradigm called customer-controlled networks.  
 
International Research, sponsored by Canarie is underway to enable new 
systems to work under the concept of "Customer Empowered Networks" 
(CEN). This research, has resulted in a system called "User-Controlled 
LightPath" (UCLP) that allows customers to establish end-to-end lightpaths 
across multiples Autonomous Systems (AS). This software, which mainly aims 
to extract the network resources as objects, has been developed by CRC 
(Communications Research Centre, Canada) in collaboration with the i2Cat 
Foundation.  
 
UCLP is a distributed management system that uses the idea of OON (Object 
Oriented Networks), it can be very simply thought of as a configuration and 
partition manager that exposes each lightpath in a physical network and each 
network element associated with a lightpath as an object or service that can be 
put under the control of different network users to create their own logical IP 
network topologies. 
 
Until now, UCLP had its main focus on lightpath provisioning at layer 1 and 2 
equipment. Thus, main objective of this project is to study, analyze and 
develop a prototype for UCLP under a L3 approach. In order to perform tests 
and validate its development, it was decided to consider a router which works 
in a new concept, flow-state routing, which recognizes flows based on 
predetermined hash functions, performs extensive processing on the first 
packet of a flow, associates this flow with a state and applies the result of this 
processing on subsequent packets in the flow 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Currently, optical services are essentially static, and customers required to 
order bandwidth at fixed rates for predefined long periods of time. Service 
provisioning is typically configured and provisioned manually, which can be 
time-consuming and labour-intensive. Currently a new trend where companies, 
hospitals, universities and government facilities are starting to acquire their own 
fiber, instead hiring capacity to operators. Therefore these new users, together 
with high bandwidth grid emerging applications, coming from the research 
community, need to flexibly control the provisioning of services across multiple 
independent domains, since they have to manage their own resources. This has 
led to a new networks paradigm called customer-controlled networks. In the 
paradigm, customers receive wavelengths or optical channels from a number of 
suppliers and control them independently, i.e., to establish and tear down 
lightpaths according to their need.  
 
 
International Research, sponsored by Canarie is underway to enable new 
systems to work under the concept of "Customer Empowered Networks" (CEN). 
This research, has resulted in a system called "User-Controlled LightPath" 
(UCLP) that allows customers to establish end-to-end lightpaths across 
multiples Autonomous Systems (AS). This software, which mainly aims to 
extract the network resources as objects, has been developed by CRC 
(Communications Research Centre, Canada) in collaboration with the i2Cat 
Foundation.  
 
UCLP is a distributed management system that uses the idea of OON (Object 
Oriented Networks), it can be very simply thought of as a configuration and 
partition manager that exposes each lightpath in a physical network and each 
network element associated with a lightpath as an object or service that can be 
put under the control of different network users to create their own logical IP 
network topologies. 
 
Until now, UCLP had its main focus on lightpath provisioning at layer 1 and 2 
equipment. Thus, the main objective of this project is to study, analyze and 
develop a prototype for UCLP under a L3 approach. In order to perform tests 
and validate its development, it was decided to consider a router which works in 
a new concept, flow-state routing, which recognizes flows based on 
predetermined hash functions, performs extensive processing on the first 
packet of a flow, associates this flow with a state and applies the result of this 
processing on subsequent packets in the flow. This new technology has been 
patented by the company Caspian Networks, and it is becoming to be used by 
other router fabricants like Anagram. It is based on the principle of recognizing 
flows, routing the first packet of the flow, dynamically associating state with it, 
and then switching remaining packets in the flow using this state information.  
 
The UCLP system was born as a result of a RFP (Request For Proposals) 
issued by CANARIE in September 2003. Four implementation proposals 
prepared by four independent teams were accepted, among them the proposal 
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of the CRC (Communications Research Centre, Canada) and the UofO 
(University of Ottawa, Canada). The i2cat foundation joined the team in April 
2004, as a consequence of the MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) signed 
with the CRC. 
 
The documentation associated to this project, is organized as following. At 
chapter 1, the work builds on the research around optical networks. An 
evolution of optical networks is done and a vision of the optical architectures is 
showed.  
 
Customer Empowered Networks concept and the UCLP software are presented 
in chapter 2. The benefits and technical challenges presented by customer 
networks are discussed and a widely analysis. Moreover, the UCLP architecture 
and its developing technology are analyzed.  
 
The flow-state principles of technology working can be found in chapter 3. A 
comparison between packet and flow-state routers is done in order to extract 
conclusion of the advantages of this new technology. Furthermore, the QoS 
architecture of the flow-state router A50 is presented.  
 
After presenting all the requirements needed to developed the main objectives 
of this project, in chapter 4 a solution to introduce the flow-state router in UCLP 
tool is given. In order to validate the performance of UCLP over L3 routers, 
some tests of configuration were done, and therefore its results can be found on 
this chapter.  
 
Finally, in chapter 5, the final conclusions of this project will provide an overview 
of UCLP performance in L3 routers, were flow-state technologies take place.  
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CHAPTER 1. OPTICAL NETWORK VOLUTION 
 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Legacy SONET/SDH networking architecture was basically designed to 
transport symmetric voice traffic. However, the volume of data traffic is 
increasing at explosive rate and already dominates the voice traffic, as showed 
at Figure 1.1. This is due to a progressive migration of many applications and 
services over the Internet Protocol (IP) and also to a deeper and deeper 
introduction of high-speed technologies. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1  Data Traffic Overtakes Voice Traffic 
 
The need for more bandwidth was firstly satisfied with WDM (Wavelength 
Division Multiplexing) and later with DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing), allowing multiple wavelength with fixed bandwidth over installed 
optical fibers arising to Terabits per second. WDM assigns incoming optical 
signals to specific frequencies of light (wavelengths, or lambdas) within a 
certain frequency band.  
 
Current network consists of four layers: IP, ATM, SONET/SDH and Optical 
(WDM). IP layer provides the adaptability to different services, ATM the Traffic 
Engineering, SONET/SDH the resiliency and operation (protection, 
provisioning) and WDM the transport bandwidth [1]. 
 
Therefore, the new network model, results in a multi-layer architecture requiring 
different equipments for each layer, where each layer has to be maintained and 
managed independently from the others. Moreover, it presents many drawbacks 
such as heavy overall overhead, partial overlapping of functions (i.e., protection, 
management functions) and very high costs of Network Operators.  
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The trend is to evolve towards a two layer network: IP with GMPLS and Optical 
(DWDM with optical switching). As the Traffic Engineering can be handled by 
IP, ATM may disappear. The bandwidth growth and the advances in optical 
protection and restoration functions over new OTN (Optical Transport Network) 
will promote the development of new equipment, standards for multiplexing, 
protection and restoration, and the transport layer will tend to be fully optical. 
(See Figure 1.2) 
 
Besides the control aspects, the management function is very important. 
Another conceptual change that is taking place for transport network is the need 
for a common management/control plane or a provisioning tool between the IP 
and the optical transport layer. Two implementations are proposed: GMPLS, a 
centralized management, and UCLP (User Controlled Lightpath Provisioning), a 
peer-to-peer management.    
 
IP
ATM IP
SONET/SDH SONET/SDH IP
WDM WDM WDM
 
Figure 1.2  Network architecture evolution 
  
Following this brief introduction, the disadvantages of the actual transport 
network architecture will be explained, as well as the models proposed for the 
evolution until the new generation of optical networks IP over WDM.  
 
1.2. TRANSPORT NETWORK EVOLUTION  
 
1.2.1. The Classic Multilayer Architecture 
 
Traditional service providers offering TDM, ATM, and IP services use networks 
consisting of all four layers: IP, ATM, SONET/SDH, and optical/WDM [2]. This is 
the network structure (also called legacy networks) more extended nowadays 
although new technology is already available. However, cost of new equipment 
is usually higher than already existing equipment, thus, companies are sceptic 
about whether or not the extra investment is worth the improved performance 
[3]. 
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There are two main disadvantages for not using this solution in a network: 
 
• Low transmission efficiency: Some studies like [4] and [5] demonstrate 
that the portion of small packets in IP networks is quite high. 
Approximately, 50% of packets are smaller than 100 bytes. When a 
packet is presented to an ATM network, it is separated into a sequence 
of cells. In an ATM packet the length of data is 32 bytes, so regarding 
statistics about the length of packets, in general, the last cell in the 
sequence will be only partially filled with a packet data. Any unused 
space in the last cell is padded with dummy bytes. This is the reason why 
IP/ATM inefficiency results so high.  
 
• Low Scalability: Using ATM two IP routed networks are connected 
together using Permanent Virtual Circuits (PVCs) across an ATM cloud. 
This creates an overlay model that is neither scalable nor manageable 
primarily because all routers on the cloud become IP neighbours [6].  
1.2.2. Packet Over Sonet 
 
There are many data service providers that use this architecture known as 
Packet over SONET. PoS provides a method for efficiently carrying data 
packets in SONET/SDH frames eliminating the inefficiency ATM layer. PoS 
overhead, which averages about 3%, is significantly lower than the 15% 
average for the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) cell tax. Instead of that, this 
solution presents some disadvantages to consider:  
 
• Scalability: Due to the complex system of network management and 
other technological problems like “bit stuffing”, a SONET/SDH network 
has a high cost and complexity.  
 
•  Bandwidth granularity: When IP traffic is carried by bi-directional 
SONET/SDH circuits, large portions of the network bandwidth may 
remain under-utilized, while the opposite direction can be congested. The 
bandwidth of SONET/SDH networks is organized in fixed taxes, so if a 
user needs 200 Mbps, a STM-1 (155 Mbps) will not be enough. He will 
need a STM-4 (622 Mbps) of which only will use 30% but will pay the 
totality. This increases the fact that this technology is really expensive.  
 
• Static Bandwidth / Time consuming: The manual configuration of 
bandwidth, as it cannot be done dynamically,  is time consuming, which 
means that weeks or even month are needed to provide high bandwidth 
connections.  
 
1.2.3. Next Generation of Optical Networks 
 
With the rapid growt on network resources demand, both fast bandwidth 
provisioning and Traffic Engineering (TE) are key requirements for the next 
generation of Optical Transport Networks [7]. TE is the process to control traffic 
flows in a network in order to optimize resources utilization and network 
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performance. Practically, this means choosing routes taking into account traffic 
load, network state and user requirements such as QoS or bandwidth, and 
moving traffic from more congested paths to less congested ones.  
 
The evolution path of current transport networks is characterized by data-centric 
networking scenario. Such evolution will encompass different steps depending 
on the time scale it is considered for it.  
The short-term step in the network evolution is based on the addition of new 
network functionalities (i.e. dynamic bandwidth allocation) to legacy 
SONET/SDH networks through the implementation of the Virtual Concatenation 
(VCAT) and Link Adjustment Capacity Scheme (LCAS) paradigms. The 
SONET/SDH payload bit rates are rigid since they were originally designed for 
traditionally voice networks. VCAT tries to relax this characteristic. It consists 
basically on breaking the payload into individual channels (called members of 
the Virtual Concatenation Group, VCG), transporting each channel separately, 
and then recombining them into a contiguous bandwidth at the endpoint of the 
transmission. The functionality is needed only at the path termination 
equipments.  
 
With the LCAS definition, the number of concatenated payloads (members) may 
be increased or decreased at any time without affecting traffic currently being 
sent. Moreover, LCAS will automatically decrease the capacity if a member of 
VCG experiences a failure in the network. Specifically, when one of the 
constituent channels experiences a failure, it will be automatically removed 
while the remaining channels are still working. Thus, the available bandwidth 
will be lowered but the connection will be maintained.  
 
The second step in the network evolution path encompasses, in a middle-term 
scenario, the elimination of SONET/SDH network layer. Due to the 
extraordinary technology innovations and service-driving demands over the last 
two decades, the optical layer has moved from providing the simple point-to-
point optical fiber transmission to enabling an intelligent network. [8]. Indeed, 
the transport capabilities of SONET/SDH are being absorbed by the optical 
layer and the standardization of the Optical Transport Network (OTN). An OTN 
is composed by a set of optical network elements (Optical Cross-Connects 
(OXC) and Optical Add Drop Multiplexer (OADM)) connected by optical fibre 
links. OTNs are able to provide the network the functionality of transporting, 
multiplexing, routing management, supervision and survivability of optical 
channels carrying client signals, avoiding the electronic process of the data at 
intermediate nodes.  
 
The further step of the network evolution path, in a long-term scenario, 
comprises the introduction of the Automatically Switched Optical Networks 
(ASON). While current optical networks only provide transport capacity, the 
main feature of an ASON is the ability to automatically increase/decrease the 
transmission bandwidth on demand (BoD), i.e., setting up/tearing down optical 
channels automatically and automatic neighbouring discovery as well.   
 
To provide such network functionalities, a Control Plane has to be defined. A 
flexible and scalable control plane should have key functions such as:  
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• Routing 
• Signalling 
• Protection/Restoration 
• Quality of service and 
• Automatic Operation Process.  
 
A standardized control plane for optical networks gives lots of benefits to 
carriers and service providers. Therefore, there are several protocols being 
pushed by various standard organizations including IETF, OIF, and ITU-T. IETF 
is developing GMPLS (Generalized multi-protocol label switching) and OIF O-
UNI  optical user interface to request the setup of an optical circuit. GMPLS 
extends MPLS to provide the control plane (signaling and routing) for devices 
that switch in any of these domains: packet, time, wavelength, and fiber. It 
provides circuit switching, and the basic idea of label switching used in MPLS is 
used while a lambda is regarded as a label in optical networks.. [9] 
 
1.3. OPTICAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 
 
The process of designing an optical network involves many issues, however the 
most important topic will identify the type of user and the target that this network 
has A desirable architecture should feature flexible management, automatic 
lightpath protection and restoration, and the ability to monitor the network 
parameters. Moreover, network architectures should support the gradual 
introduction of new technologies into the network without time consuming and 
costly changes to embedded technologies. 
 
Following, both client-server and peer-to-peer architectures will be introduced. 
The first one is focused on a centralized management, so it is more focused on 
network managers, while the second one is based on a distributed management 
of the network oriented to user management. 
 
1.3.1. Client-Server Network Architecture 
 
The actual optical network architectures are based on the client-server model. A 
client/server network is a distributed network which consists of one higher 
performance system, the server, and several mostly lower performance 
systems, the clients. The server is the central registering unit as well as the only 
provider of content and service. A client only requests content or the execution 
of services, without sharing any of its own resources [10] .   
 
Current optical network architectures may be categorized in three main models, 
namely the overlay model , the peer model and the augmented model. [11]. 
Although the both first models consist essentially of an optical core that 
provides wavelength services to client components, which reside at the edges 
of the network, they are intrinsically different and offer up two key concepts for 
provisioning and managing traffic flows in the network. The third is a hybrid 
model between the peer and overlay models.  
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1.3.1.1. Overlay Model 
 
Under the overlay model, showed in Figure 1.3, the IP layer routing, topology 
distribution, and signalling protocols are independent of the routing, topology 
distribution, and signalling protocols of the optical domain. This model is 
conceptually similar to the classical IP over ATM model, but applied to an 
optical inter network instead.  
 
The advantages of this model are that there is no visibility of the optical 
topology to the client layer, so is client-independent. Furthermore, optical layer 
keeps the control of the optical transport plane. The main disadvantage is that 
there are two control planes, so the interoperability is low.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.3  Network Level Abstraction 
 
1.3.1.2. Peer Model 
 
Under the peer model, shown in Figure 1.3 the IP control plane acts as a peer 
of the optical transport network control plane, so considers the network as a 
single domain, opening the internals of the core optical network to the edge 
components making the internal topology visible able to participate in 
provisioning and routing decisions.  
 
Whilst this has the advantage of providing a single control and management 
system in the network, so there is better interoperability and survivability, there 
are some significant considerations: 
 
Optical Network Evolution   9 
  
• The availability of topological information to all components in the 
network makes this model less secure. 
• New standard control mechanisms are required since available 
proprietary ones cannot be employed. 
• Additionally approaches for traffic protection and restoration are required. 
1.3.1.3. Augmented Model 
 
Augmented Model is introduced in GMPLS Architecture document  [RFC3945]. 
It is a hybrid model between the full peer and overlay models Border nodes at 
the edge of IP/MPLS domain and optical domain receive routing information 
from the optical devices (in optical domain) and nodes (in IP/MPLS domain).  
 
Based on this information, border node keeps the optical and IP/MPLS                   
routing domain topology information in separate topology database. No                   
routing information from the router region is carried into the optical region and 
vice versa.  These are quite useful aspects from MPLS/GMPLS deployment, 
operations as well as interworking  requirements. 
 
1.3.1.4. Deficiencies of the client-server architecture of optical networks 
 
From the perspective of universities and research institutions, the client-server 
architecture of optical networks suffers from a number of deficiencies. 
 
• Customers cannot independently change the topology and 
bandwidth of lightpaths. For a customer to make such changes means 
requesting to network administrator or carriers for new resources. For 
grid projects, where large data files are transferred to a number of sites 
in a bursty mode, the ability to dynamically change bandwidth and 
topology without resignalling is an essential requirement.  
 
• Customers of different VPNs cannot be cross-connected within a 
carrier cloud. Because optical VPN services are only edge-to-edge, 
such cross connections must be done outside of a carrier’s cloud. 
 
• Research institutions and universities are much more comfortable 
with peer-to-peer management. The actual optical architecture is 
based on a client-server architecture where a central manager network 
administrates all the resources of the network. This is not the best 
solution for research institutions and universities.   
 
The actual architecture is not well suited in the needs of research institutions 
and universities. Therefore a new model based on the concept of peer-to-peer 
is being developed. The peer-to-peer network architecture is widely explained in 
the next part.  
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1.3.2. Peer to Peer Network Architecture 
 
As defined in [10] distributed network architecture may be called a Peer-to-Peer 
(P2P) network, if the participants share a part of their own hardware resources 
like storage capacity, network link capacity, etc,. These shared resources are 
necessary to provide the Service and content offered by the network (e.g. file 
sharing or shared workspaces for collaboration). They are accessible by other 
peers directly, without passing intermediary entities. The participants of such a 
network are thus resource (Service and content) providers as well as resource 
(Service and content) requestors (Servent-concept). 
 
 
In peer-to-peer optical networking, multiple optical network domains equally 
control the links among them without centralised control and mutually provide 
transit service to each other based on an open access policy. It is a new 
architecture for building optical networks among domains with mutual 
agreements and benefits. 
 
Compared to the client-server architecture, the peer-to-peer architecture has 
two key features. Firstly, each domain not only receives transport services from 
other participants but also contributes new transport services to other domains. 
Secondly, a link between two domains is equally controlled by both of them as 
opposed to being controlled as an access link, [12]. 
 
With this architecture, client domains may be able to exchange traffic more 
efficiently by directly peering to each other at the physical layer. Compared to 
relying on a service provider to connect them by using permanent or semi-
permanent SONET connections or lightpaths, they have more control on the 
connectivity among themselves and thus more flexibility, which enables some 
innovative applications. Massive peer-to-peer connectivity potentially provides 
unparalleled fault-tolerance and autonomous protection and restoration. 
 
1.3.2.1. Functional Requirements of Peer-to-Peer Optical Networking 
 
Peer-to-peer optical networking has some unique functional requirements. It is 
very important to address these requirements, which guide future development.  
 
• Resource discovery and inter-domain routing protocol. In peer-to-
peer optical networking, the availability of network resources is dynamic. 
Domains can dynamically join in or withdraw from the networking with a 
group of domains. A domain can dynamically choose to put part of its 
network resources for peer-to-peer optical networking while reserving the 
rest of its network resources for internal use or specific applications. In 
addition, the occupancy status of network resources changes with the 
establishment and termination of connections. Unlike inter-domain 
routing in the Internet, where only logical connectivity information (i.e. 
reach ability information) is disseminated, peer-to-peer optical networking 
requires additional information such as availability information (i.e. idle or 
occupied) of channels or wavelengths to be disseminated dynamically.  
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• Symmetric inter-domain signalling mechanism. Because peer-to-peer 
optical networking operates in a connection-oriented mode, a signalling 
mechanism is required to establish, terminate or maintain connections. 
Since under peer-to-peer optical networking all domains can operate 
both as clients and as service providers, and propagate connection 
requests when needed, a new symmetric signalling mechanism is 
required.  
 
• Autonomous blocking control. A distributed blocking control 
mechanism is required to co-ordinate the requests on shared network 
resources. Because in peer-to-peer optical networking every domain has 
equal authority, the blocking control mechanism has to operate in an 
autonomous mode. Internet experience has shown that three major 
strategies are effective to build co-operative relationships and handle 
potential contentions: 
 
- When there are sufficient network resources to fulfil all potential 
requests, no blocking control mechanism is required and the peer-
to-peer network architecture functions correctly without much co-
operation. In practice, at an early stage, peer-to-peer optical 
networking can possibly operate in this mode, providing minimal 
quality of service and encouraging usage. 
 
- When network resources cannot satisfy all requests or a sort of 
quality of service is required, blocking control has to be 
introduced. Because there is no central control, an autonomous 
blocking control is necessary. An autonomous blocking control 
mechanism is a way for individual peers to manage shared 
resources without a central coordinator. When blocking happens 
in a link, all the connections that go through this link should be 
notified.  
- Although no central control is used in peer-to-peer optical 
networking, every domain should audit and log network operations 
from its local point of view. If any significant misbehaviour is 
observed, a central administrative committee or board will 
arbitrate and issue appropriate punishments. 
 
 
• Data plane or physical layer internetworking. In peer-to-peer optical 
networking, all peer domains are considered equals, but they may not 
share the same capability like transmission or switching capabilities. In 
order to internetwork peer domains with heterogeneous technologies in 
the data plane or physical layer, the control information carried in either 
inter-domain routing protocols or inter-domain signalling protocols or both 
needs to be enhanced. 
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1.3.2.2. Applications for Peer-to-Peer Optical Networking 
 
CA*net 4 is Canada’s next generation research and education network funded 
by the Government of Canada. Its ultimate goal is to provide end users with the 
ability, on a peer-to-peer basis, to provision, manage and control the 
establishment of their own bandwidth guaranteed connections across the 
network. It will operate without the need for end users to signal or request 
service from any central network management authority or server. End users of 
CA*net 4 include research institutions or universities who need dedicated end-
to-end pipes for extreme bandwidth applications such as emerging new grid 
science projects in high energy physics, bio-informatics, etc. 
 
Thanks to CA*net 4, a new idea of network is becoming increasingly common 
among large enterprise networks, university research networks and government 
departments: the controlled user networks, often referred to as “customer 
empowered networks” (CEN) [13], based on a peer-to-peer optical network 
architecture. The next chapter develops this idea and introduces a tool to make 
it real.  
 
 
.  
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CHAPTER 2. UCLP: A PROVISIONING TOOL UNDER 
THE CUSTOMER EMPOWERED 
NETWORKS PARADIGM 
 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
To date the current proposed architectures for optical networks is based on the 
paradigm of a centrally managed network where a carrier sets up and tears 
down circuits. This network principle has remain unchanged since the days of 
setting up end to phone calls, except today the medium is glass rather than 
copper. 
 
The advent of fungible wavelengths and optical cross connects indicate that 
optical network design may be on the cusp of a major revolution in network 
management and in the control and management of wavelengths. Rather than 
making a signaling request to a carrier for the establishment of wavelength 
circuit, customers in the future may purchase wavelengths and cross connects 
from trading exchanges and constructs their own optical network topology. In 
this way, the future will be drawn by Customer Empowered Networks (CEN). 
 
The basic characteristic of CEN networks is the fact that the operators are the 
actual users, who just lease the fibre (or have it laid) and take care of the 
technology that transmits data over it on their own. Thus they have fibres at 
their disposal, or the right to use them, making their own decisions on the 
method of construction of the network (in particular, its optical transmission 
system) and on network control. As the users of customer empowered 
networks - often scientific and research facilities - have specific requirements for 
transfer parameters and prices, CEN networks are tailored to their actual needs. 
 
Customer controlled and managed networks are radically different from the 
traditional centrally managed networks in that the enterprise not only manages 
and controls its own internal local area or campus network, but also controls 
and manages its own wide area optical network assuming responsibility for 
direct peering and interconnection with other like-minded networks. As a 
consequence, traditional management and hierarchical optical network 
technologies, which are premised on central provisioning of optical VPNs to 
customers, are largely unsuitable for customer management of their own optical 
network. An example of this kind of networks is showed in Figure 2.1. 
 
There are basically two types of customer controlled networks: metro dark fiber 
networks and long haul wavelength networks, more fully described as follows. 
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Figure 2.1  Condominium network formed by dark fiber and lambdas.  
 
2.2. METRO DARK FIBER AND LONG HAUL WAVELENGTH 
NETWORKS 
 
2.2.1. Metro Dark Fiber Networks 
 
Dark fiber refers to unused fiber-optic cable because no telecommunications 
carrier is "lighting" it.  The company that lays or buys the fiber provides the 
necessary components, telecommunication equipment and lasers, to make it 
functional, so to “light” it.  
 
Examples of companies that lease dark fiber are Stokab [14] from Sweden , 
whose core tasks are to build, operate and maintain the fiber optic 
communication network in the Stockholm region and to lease fiber optic 
connections; Telus [15] from Canada, that has built a condominium dark fiber 
networking Quebec's second largest city-Laval- linking the city municipal 
buildings, schools and other businesses and institutions and  Clabsa [16] from 
Spain that leases fibers to many operators of telecommunications and 
Metropolitan Transport of Barcelona (TMB).  These companies are the 
proprietary of the fiber, so they really lease a long term IRUS (Indefeasible 
Rights of Use), on which companies can use the fiber during 20 years.  
 
These special leases or IRUs can generally be treated as an asset rather than a 
telecom service, but most importantly they allow institutions to “virtually” extend 
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their dark fiber network many thousands of kilometers without having to 
purchase and maintain their own optical repeaters and associated equipment. 
 
Increasingly we are seeing many schools and universities acquire their own 
strands of dark fiber as part of a local condominium community or municipal 
fiber build.  These institutions then light up the fiber with their own equipment 
and interconnect their fiber to either other like minded institutions, commercial 
service providers, IXs (Internet Exchanges) or GigaPOPs (Giga Point of 
Presence) as they so choose. 
 
The big advantage of customer owned metro dark fiber networks is that the 
traditional “dollars per megabit” business model for bandwidth is largely 
replaced by the much lower cost for the one time capital cost for the dark fiber 
and initial equipment outlay. Thereafter any increase in bandwidth only requires 
a simple equipment upgrade.  Customers can take advantage of the 
inexpensive metro Gigabit Ethernet and more recently 10 Gigabit Ethernet 
equipment for lighting up the fiber. The cost of this equipment is generally far 
cheaper than traditional “carrier class” equipment operated by carriers. Most 
LAN managers are familiar with Ethernet network management interfaces and 
the processes necessary to run the resulting network. 
 
2.2.2. Long Haul Wavelength Networks  
 
Lambda networking, as it is properly defined by the telecommunications 
industry, is the technology and set of services directly surrounding the use of 
multiple optical wavelengths to provide independent communications channels 
along a strand of fiber optic cable. [17]  
 
Until recently, the costs of deploying a long haul optical network between metro 
areas were daunting for even large enterprise networks.  But in the past couple 
of years, the ready availability of long haul dark fiber and the dramatic drop in 
the costs of long haul optical equipment have allowed large Fortune 500 
companies and a number of research networks to deploy their own long haul 
optical network. In Canada, the Ontario and Quebec research networks ORION 
[18] and RISQ [19] respectively are good examples of this model.  Similar 
examples in the United States are the recent CENIC, California Research and 
Education Network [20]. Recently Boeing, in partnership with Nortel, has 
announced a strategy to deploy its own national private optical network. 
 
Many carriers are now selling, or leasing, point-to-point wavelength services to 
large enterprise and university research networks. A good example of this 
model is the Canadian national research network CANARIE’s CA*net 4 [21] 
which has purchased point-to-point wavelengths from three separate carriers. 
The wavelengths terminate on CANARIE owned and operated optical add drop 
and cross connect equipment at various nodes across Canada. 
 
In addition, some carriers are offering “condominium” wavelength solutions [22] 
where a number of clients share the capital costs of deploying an optical 
network.  As a result each client in the condominium consortium owns outright a 
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set (or sometimes a band) of wavelengths.  One of the drivers for new optical 
control and management systems arise from these condominium networks 
because as much as possible the participating clients want to independently 
manage their own optical add drop multiplexing  (OADM), optical cross connect 
(OXC) to other clients and offer optical VPN services to third parties. 
 
An example of this style of condominium wavelength network is the proposed 
network for the province of New Brunswick in Canada. For this network the 
carrier will provide a province wide dark fiber ring and the various participants in 
the project will share the costs of the fiber and the purchase of the optical 
equipment to light it. Each participant will have their own set or band of 
wavelengths and be responsible for providing optical services to their own 
defined clientele. Therefore each client needs to independently manage 
services on the common optical platforms such as the OADMs and OXCs. A 
possible scheme of condominium network is showed in the next Figure.   
 
2.3. BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF CEN 
2.3.1. Benefits of Customer Owned Optical Networks 
 
In customer-managed optical networks, the customer is able to optimize the 
overall resource consumption. The customer purchases dark fibres and/or 
wavelengths from a number of independent suppliers, as well as participates in 
a condominium wavelength built for some portion of their networks. Therefore, 
the customer has more flexibility in network planning and deployment and is 
able to negotiate the best deal from different suppliers. The customer can fine-
tune the usage of each resource from each independent supplier.  
 
Customer-managed networks provide indirect cost savings through reduced 
Internet costs via remote peering and transit.  Large enterprise or research 
networks can use customer-managed connections to directly peer with each 
other and more importantly set up bandwidth guaranteed connections to no-cost 
peering exchanges. The customer management of the cross connect allows the 
customer to change the peering relationship without having to contact a central 
management body or pay expensive Internet transit fees.  
 
Since the customer directly owns and manages an optical network, the 
bandwidth and quality of service are guaranteed. The complexity of service 
management at the IP layer is removed. A new opportunity for potential cost 
savings is introduced by eliminating expensive high-end routers in the core and 
replacing them with optical switches. However, there is a cost in terms of 
network efficiency as the functionality of IP packet multiplexing is lost. The 
trade-off needs to be explored regarding the bandwidth efficiency and the cost 
of wavelengths versus the cost of routers.  
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2.3.2. The Technical Challenges of Customer Owned Networks 
 
The first technical challenge is the management of networks with resources 
from different sources. Only the customer has total visibility of its own network 
and no single provider can see all the network elements. The traditional 
centrally managed hierarchical networking technologies, e.g. Generalized Multi-
Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) and Automatic Switched Optical/Transport 
Network (ASON/ASTN), assume that the provider has total visibility of all 
network elements and a common management system for all optical equipment. 
Virtual private network (VPN) technology allows provisioning of customer 
networks within a single provider’s domain. Clearly this type of architecture is 
not practical with customer-managed networks. For the protection and 
restoration, the customer, rather than any provider, is in a better position to 
decide the optimal solution. How to co-ordinate the protection and restoration 
involving multiple providers is an open issue. 
 
The second challenge is the collaboration among multiple independent 
customers without coordination through centralized management. Customer-
managed networks adopt the peer-to-peer architecture, [23] in which customers 
peer with each other. Each customer domain not only receives transport 
services from other customer domains but also contributes new transport 
services to other customer domains. A link between two customer domains is 
equally controlled by both of them as opposed to being controlled as an access 
link, in which a provider plays an active role while a customer domain plays a 
passive role. During the establishment of an end-to-end connection, each 
segment of the connection between domains is set up on a peer-to-peer basis. 
Central guiding intelligence and arbitration of conflicts may be necessary, but 
day-to-day management and per connection control should be decentralized. 
An end-to-end connection from one customer to another involves at least two 
different customer domains, and if transit is required, one or more intermediate 
transit domains may participate. So the collaboration among multiple 
independent customers is critical for end-to-end connection provisioning. How 
to search and take control of resources in collaborative domains has to be 
addressed. Policy enforcement, authorization and authentication have to be 
applied. The organization of customer federations is a new issue. 
 
The third challenge is the dynamic partitioning of a provider’s resource to 
customers. VPN technology allows partitioning of a provider’s resource to 
customers. However, VPNs are not as dynamic as some emerging applications 
require, e.g. Grid computing, etc. Some customers prefer significant control and 
management capabilities in the provider’s domain. They want a fine-grained 
resource allocation, which enables further optimization of the overall resource 
consumption. Deploying and upgrading customer’s services, is difficult and 
time-consuming in today’s networks due to the closed, integrated architecture of 
network nodes. How to manage a provider’s network element in a condominium 
fashion is challenging. 
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2.4. UCLP (User Controlled Lightpath Provisioning) 
 
2.4.1. Introduction 
 
Research, sponsored by Canarie Inc., is underway to enable those “Customer 
Empowered Networks” explained in above section. As showed before, the goal 
is to give users or applications the ability to dynamically request network 
resources, so to provide the users the flexibility to develop network-based 
applications which require substantial network resources. The research resulted 
in a new signaling approach called “User-Controlled Lightpath Provisioning” 
(UCLP). 
 
The UCLP system was born as a result of a RFP (Request For Proposals) 
issued by CANARIE in September 2003. Four implementation proposals 
prepared by four independent teams were accepted, among them the proposal 
of the CRC (Communications Research Centre, Canada) and the UofO 
(University of Ottawa, Canada). The i2cat foundation joined the team in April 
2004, as a consequence of the MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) signed 
with the CRC. 
 
The UCLP software can be very simply thought of as a configuration and 
partition manager that exposes each lightpath in a physical network and each 
network element associated with a lightpath as an object or service that can be 
put under the control of different network users to create their own logical IP 
network topologies [24]. 
 
In this way, several network operators can make part of their resources 
available to end users so that they can decide when they want to create/delete 
end to end connections or change the network topology, that's why the system 
is called User Controlled Lightpath Provisioning. 
 
2.4.2. User Controlled Lightpath Provisioning Objectives 
 
The new management tool UCLP has appeared to allow institutions and 
research centres to manage their own dark fiber and wavelength networks [25]. 
Apart from that, it satisfies the requirements of certain number of applications 
that cannot be implemented using centralized network management tools. 
Some of these applications are: 
 
• Customer controlled and managed networks. Universities, regional 
networks, governments and large enterprises are building their own 
communication networks under condominium agreements. Participants 
in such agreements join efforts to buy together physical infrastructures 
(dark fiber, wavelengths, equipment). Each institution gets a part of the 
resources proportional to its initial investment. Each institution wants to 
manage his resources independently from all the others, having the 
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capability of implementing its own topology discover or protection 
mechanisms and being able to offer its customers added value services. 
 
• Dedicated IP networks. Current IP networks are optimized for 
thousands of clients with relatively small traffic flows. All over the world 
are emerging small communities who need to interchange high amounts 
of traffic at a high big rate (grid applications, e-science, sensor and 
instrument networks). These communities cannot use the public Internet 
to carry out their experiments; they need dedicated IP networks where 
routers and computers where high-end applications are running have 
dedicated end to end links. The problem with these links is that they must 
expand several network domains belonging to different operators without 
the link quality being affected (which is very hard to guarantee using 
network protocols designed to work intra-domain). 
 
• User controlled traffic engineering: UCLP allows local and/or regional 
network managers to apply their own traffic engineering policies. Using 
UCLP they can create new BGP paths between two networks creating a 
direct optical connection. Big companies and regional networks can be 
interconnected directly using a peering point instead of a hierarchical IP 
network. 
 
In the next parts UCLP system is widely explained. The first one is focused on 
what UCLP is used for and the technologies on which is based. In the second, 
the architecture of the system can be found, and finally an example of end-to-
end connection is explained.  
 
2.4.3. User Controlled Lightpath Provisioning Considerations 
 
The UCLP system uses the idea of OON (Object Oriented Networks) to abstract 
the physical network resources as services using service oriented architecture. 
(SOA). First to explain the architecture of software is necessary to define which 
resources will be used and how the end users can registry or find it, and the 
different kind of connexions that they can be established.  
 
We assume a general mesh-type of network architecture where the nodes 
consists of optical cross-connects and the edges consist of optical fibers over 
which multiplexing is provided through wavelength division multiplexing (WDM).  
 
To establish end to end connections, lightpaths are needed. A lightpath, as 
defined in [24] is any uni-directional point to point connection with effective 
guaranteed bandwidth. An example would be an analog wavelength on a 
CWDM or DWDM system or an ATM CBR circuit.  
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Figure 2.2 End to End Connection between two different users 
 
In order to establish a new end-to-end connection, it is sometimes necessary to 
concatenate lightpaths that belong to different end users, as showed in Figure 
2.2 . The following two cases may be considered. 
 
• Peering: Two lightpath spans from switch A to B, and from B to C are to 
be interconnected at switch B in order to create a new lightpath span 
from A to C; the lightpath spans from A to B and from B to C may belong 
to different users. 
 
• Leasing: In order to establish a lightpath span from node A to node C, a 
given user U1 P1 may own a free lightpath span from node A to node B, 
and needs another free lightpath span from B to C to be interconnected 
with the former; another user U2 may own such a lightpath span and be 
willing to sublease it to P1. 
 
In order to find free lightpath spans that belong to other user, it has been 
proposed that free resources could be publicly advertised. The concept of 
service directories has been proposed in distributed computing and several 
versions of this concept have been realized as Common Object Request Broker 
Architecture (CORBA), Jini Lookup Services and JavaSpaces or Web Services 
Directories. Each resource or service that is to be made available to be used by 
other users must be registered in the service directory. Potential users of these 
resources or services may query the directory to find a resource that fits their 
requirements. 
 
In order to support meaningful queries, the object-oriented paradigm of object 
instances and classes is used. Each registered object instance belongs to a 
class that defines the properties of the object instances. In addition, the class 
defines a certain number of attributes, and each instance is characterized by 
the values of its attributes. A user searching for a service will therefore indicate 
the class of service desired and possibly some attribute values. For instance, 
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the user U1, in the example above, will search the directory for an object of 
class lightpath span with the attributes source=B and destination=C.  
 
In this context, it is also conceivable that a given user, say U1, has leased a 
lightpath span from user U2 in order to build a longer lightpath span from, say A 
to C. Now U1 may subdivide the bandwidth of the lightpath span and create N 
low-bandwidth lightpath spans from A to C. U1 may use a few of these lightpath 
spans and may readvertise the others as available in one of the service 
directories. In this way, the leasing mechanism may be used as a basis for 
establishing an optical lightpath market. The advertised leases could be 
associated with a price to be paid. 
 
2.4.3.1. Distributed Resource Management 
 
Even if we have access to all the information about available lightpath spans 
and the possibility of leases, it is important to note that the actual resource 
reservations necessary for the establishment of a new lightpath will generally 
involve several users in several management domains and therefore several 
databases in which the status information about the different resources will be 
stored. In order to avoid inconsistencies due to concurrent access to these 
resources by several users, it is important to foresee appropriate mechanisms 
for mutual exclusion of access. 
 
Since one also needs persistent storage in the presence of occasional crashes 
of the computers that contain the databases, the transaction concept developed 
for centralized and distributed databases appears to be useful here. A 
transaction is a sequence of actions, such as reading the status of resources 
and requesting resource reservations, that are all executed as specified (the 
transaction commits) or not executed at all (the transaction aborts). This applies 
even in the case where one of the computers, managing certain resources, 
crashes during the operations (in this case the transaction aborts). 
 
It is interesting to note that JavaSpaces represent a service which provides 
persistent storage of object instances, retrieval of object instances, and 
transaction management involving actions taking place in different JavaSpaces 
possibly residing on different computers. This technology is, therefore, an 
interesting platform for implementing distributed resource management tools. 
 
2.4.3.2. Technologies used in UCLP implementation: Jini and 
JavaSpaces  
 
Jini and JavaSpaces provide a number of advantages for developing distributed 
applications. Jini runs on top of Java and uses Remote Method Invocation 
(RMI) to access remote services, which are concepts that are very clear cut and 
well known. Jini also provides a set of application programming interfaces (API) 
that hide the underlying complexity of distributed computing from the user. 
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Jini also provides mechanisms for distributed events, distributed leasing and 
transactions, which will ensure that any request will either complete fully, or not 
at all.  
 
The Jini Lookup Service (JLS), a distributed service registry, allows users to find 
services without having to know anything about where they are located. 
Through the federation of Jini Lookup Service’s, a user can find any service in 
any domain. Services that are registered in the Jini Lookup Service are also 
persistent and will be maintained as long as the service is alive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JavaSpaces provides a distributed data store for Java objects. Objects stored in 
a JavaSpaces are loosely coupled; anyone can take an object from a space 
without knowing (or caring) the details about the person who put it there. 
 
Operations on JavaSpaces are transactionally secure. All the service calls in a 
transaction are committed, or none at all. Transactions are supported for a 
single operation on a single space as well as multiple operations over many 
spaces. Like the JLS, JavaSpaces are also persistent; an object will remain in a 
space until it is explicitly removed. It also includes the search facilities of Jini, 
and its mechanisms for distributed leases. 
 
The main reason why Jini and JavaSpaces technology was chosen over 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) Web services is because of the 
functionality that JavaSpaces provides for storing Lightpath Objects (LPOs) in a 
distributed fashion. This is also because the JLS is more powerful and more 
mature than the XML based service registries. Since Jini passes Java objects 
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Figure 2.3 Jini architecture 
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via RMI, there is no need to have XML schema definitions for all remote service 
calls. Although using Jini/JavaSpaces limits us to the Java programming 
language (while XML is language independent), the internal Jini service calls 
are transparent to the user and to other applications that may use the Open 
Grid Service Interface (OGSI) Grid service interface provided by our Grid 
Service Access Point (SAP). 
 
2.4.4.  UCLP architecture 
 
The User-Controlled Lightpath Provisioning (UCLP) system is a distributed 
management system. The UCLP system is divided into federations. A 
federation is a logical partition composed by heterogeneous resources of 
different networks (SONET/SDH, WDM, Ethernet, GMPLS) that are under the 
control of a single administrator (the federation administrator). UCLP represents 
all network resources (slots, fiber) as software objects. There are three basic 
objects: 
 
• LigthPath Object is an abstraction of one or more concatenated 
lightpaths with a set of methods that define the possible connections to 
other lightpath objects at a switch or interface and optionally enable the 
lightpath object to be partitioned into smaller lightpath objects (i.e. 
inheritance) which may then be advertised to other users.  
 
Supported customer operations on LPOs include: Concatenating two 
LPOs, partitioning one LPO into many LPOs sharing common start and 
end points but with smaller bandwidth allocations, and 
reserving/using/releasing LPOs. The administrative operations include 
adding new LPOs and deleting LPOs corresponding to changes in the 
physical layer and the allocation of new resources. 
 
• Resource Object: Represents a slot/port/channel in a box 
(SONET/SDH, WDM, Ethernet, O-UNI). It is the end of a lightpath object 
and gives information about the state of a cross-connection.  
 
• End-to-End Connection Object (E2ECO): It is an abstraction of an 
entire end- to-end connection in the UCLP System that can be forma by 
more that one lightpath.  
 
Each federation has a number of software services to manage the physical 
resources and to provide the functionality required by the federation users, 
which can be the administrator, who needs to manage the physical resources 
as well as the user accounts or normal users, who need to manage their 
connections. These software services have been implemented using Jini that, 
as explained before, is a Java technology designed to build distributed systems 
in a simple fashion. 
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2.4.4.1. UCLP Services  
 
• GSAP (Grid Services Access Point): OGSA clients access point 
to the system, being either humans or grid applications. The functions 
that this system offers can be divided into two parts: user and 
administrator. The first one offers functions to create, liberate and 
manage ent-to-end connection while the second one offers functions to 
create, liberate and manage all the system resources (LPOs, ROs and 
users). When a Grid user wants to create a connection follows the next 
steps:  
 
1. Invoke the method “connection request” using the Grid client.  
2. GSAP receives the request and look for the JSAP service 
module at JLS.  
3. GSAP download from JLS a interface to interactuate with 
JSAP module, and sends the service request.  
4. When receives the request result, sends the information 
to Grid client.  
 
• JSAP (Jini Services Access Point):  Jini service that acts as the 
access point to the other Jini services within the UCLP System. Manages 
the user information database and performs the lightpath discovery 
routines to discover the available LPOs needed to set up end-to-end 
connections.  
 
Depending on the request from the user, the JSAP will make service 
calls to the LPOS and to the SCS to complete the request. 
 
• LPOS (LightPath Object Services): It creates, deletes and 
manages the lifecycle of lightpath objects. Responsible for managing 
end-to-end connections and lightpath objects. All connections and LPOs 
are assigned finite leases that are managed by the UCLPLeaseManager 
(part of the LPOS). Moreover, the LPOS communicates with one or more 
SCS(s) to setup connections and provision resources on the switches. 
 
• SCS (Switch Communication Services): Creates and deletes the 
resource objects. Sends messages to and receives from a switch or 
network cloud using a specific network protocol (SNMP, CLI, TL1, O-
UNI). The specific details about the underlying switch or cloud remain 
transparent to the upper Jini services that call the SCS.  
 
The SCS has a hierarchy of objects (ROs) that represent different types 
of resources on the switch. It has a hierarchy of switch information 
objects that are used to query about the current state of a switch. At the 
same time, waits for alarms at the switch, and notifies the upper layers. 
 
• JavaSpace: JavaSpace is a persistent distributed object store for Java 
objects. Objects can be read, written and taken from a JavaSpace.  
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• JLS (Jini Lookup Service): Distributed Jini Service registry through 
which the other services in a federation talk, to themselves and to other 
federation services. Each UCLP Jini services must register with the JLS 
in the same federation to advertise the existence of the service. The 
client does not have to know the exact location of the service it is looking 
for, this information is hidden inside the service proxy that is registered 
with the JLS.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Figure 2.4 shows the generic architecture and does not show the 
replication of the different system components in the different parts of the 
network. Typically, one instance of each of the components shown would exist 
in each Federation; however, they may also be shared. The JLS, JavaSpaces, 
Switch Communication Service ,which interfaces to a single switch or a cloud of 
tightly coupled switches, and Grid SAP may run on different computers, while 
the Jini SAP and the LPO Service are downloaded to the process using them, in 
this case the Grid SAP. 
 
This architecture uses the concept of service directories at two levels. First, 
internally, the JLS is used to find the different instances of switches and 
JavaSpaces in the network. Secondly, Grid SAP advertises its service 
instantiation through a well-known process described by OGSI implementation 
such as Discovery and Integration (UDDI) database. The client communicates 
the user requests to the Grid SAP using the Simple Object Access Protocol 
Figure 2.4 UCLP Services that have each Federation 
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(SOAP) protocol adopted for Web Services, and these requests are converted 
into Java procedure calls within the Grid SAP which then performs these calls 
on its local Jini SAP which executes these commands with the help of the other 
components within the system. 
 
2.4.4.2. The Federation Manager 
 
Services use the Jini Lookup Service to communicate with other federations in 
the system. But how JLSs in different federations discover each other is needed 
to be explained. Here is where the federation manager comes into play. The 
federation manager is nothing but a JLS that does not belong to any federation 
and whose location, IP address and port, is known by all the other JLSs. When 
a JLS start, it registers to the notification service of the federation manager, who 
keeps the JLS informed about what is happening with the JLSs of the other 
federations.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Federation Management  communication 
 
The dialogue between federations and federation manager is done only in the 
first stage of discovering and when some of the federations left or enter in the 
system. Except that, all the other communications between federations are 
directly, without using the federation manager. This is why this is not considered 
a centralized architecture.  
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2.4.5. Example of a connection establishment 
 
After explaining the functionalities and the architecture of UCLP, an example of 
the establishment of a connection will be showed following Figure 0.6. Its 
needed to note that objects to make the connection have already been created: 
resource objects at federations A,B and C, and the lightpath objects at 
federations A and B. In order to establish a connection between user 1 and two, 
the system follows the next steps.  
 
 
 
Figure 0.6 Connection between two final users 
 
 
1. User 1 access to GSAP using GUI of grid registry, where he is 
authenticated with a login and password. To do that, GSAP download 
JSAP from JLS, and sends to it the information introduced by the user. 
The JSAP authenticate the user 1 and sends the operation result to 
GSAP, who, at the same time, informs to the user.  
 
2. After the authentication, user 1 invokes the method to create a 
connection at GSAP. This, that already has the JSAP proxy, sends to 
JSAP the information introduced by the user:  source and destiny IPs.  
 
3. The JSAP calculates the route between federation A and C and look for 
which Java Spaces will have to read in order to find the free resources 
(ROs and LPOs) to make the connection. It downloads the JS proxy from 
the federation A and look a RO in the JS that corresponds to source IP 
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and a LPO from federation A to B. When they are found, reserve the 
resources.  
 
4. The JSAP downloads the proxy from federation B JLS from federation A 
JLS. Following, it downloads to JS proxy from federation B from the JLS 
of this federation. After that, look for at federation B JS a LPO from 
federation B to C.  
 
5. The JSAP download the proxy from federation C JLS from federation A 
JLS. After that, it downloads the JS proxy of federation C from the JLS of 
this federation. Following, look for at JS of federation C, a RO that 
corresponds with the destiny IP.  
 
6. The JSAP downloads the LPOS proxy of A federation from its local JLS 
and invokes the method createConnectionE2E, passing as parameters 
both LPOs and ROs origin and destiny.  
 
7. The LPOS downloads form local JLS the SCS proxy of federation A.  
 
8. The LPOS downloads the JLS proxy form federation B of its local JLS. 
Following, downloads from federation B JLS, the SCS proxy from 
federation B, invoking the method doXC.. The SCS from federation B 
cross-connects the LPOs 1-2 and 2-3. The LPOS creates a LPO (LPO 1-
3) from federation A to C, and stores it in federation A JS.  
 
9. The LPOS downloads from JLS proxy of local JLS of federation C. 
Following, downloads from federation C JLS, the SCS proxy of federation 
C, invoking the method doXC. The SCS from federation C cross-
connects the LPO 1-3 with user 2.  
 
10. The LPOS invokes the method doXC on the SCS proxy of federation A. 
The SCS of federation A cross-connects the LPO 1-3 with user 1. At this 
moment, the connection is established.  
 
11. The LPOS informs to JSAP that connection has been established. The 
JSAP informs to GSAP, who, finally, informs the user that his petition has 
been finished successfully.  
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CHAPTER 3. FLOW-STATE ROUTING 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The packet and circuit switching has long divided the networking industry. TDM 
and IP have represented the opposite extremes of the circuit vs. packet 
spectrum, and each one still has its pros and cons. Technologies like ATM, 
frame relay and MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) were created in an 
attempt to bridge the packet/circuit divide packet networks with desirable 
characteristics of circuit technology. Each has been successful at solving 
specific problems but each also has drawbacks that have led to the 
development of complementary optimization and evolution technologies. 
 
A flow-state router incorporates the best of both circuit and packet approaches. 
It is based on ideas from ATM, MPLS and earlier IP switching techniques. It is 
free of signalling overhead and is fully compatible with today’s networks.  
 
From 1969 when the ARPANET was started until around 1995, it was 
economically impossible to keep any state information on each active flow in the 
network. This was because the cost of memory would have increased the router 
cost by 10:1. As a result of this diseconomy, the myth started that flow-state 
would not scale. After 20 years of this being true, the myth became a powerful 
belief shared by most all the network community. But as network trunk speeds 
increased, the cost of memory has come down much faster [26].  
 
Therefore, by the late 90’s it became economic to add sufficient DDRAM 
memory with sufficient speed to look up every packet and keep state 
information on it is flow. Not only can this permit the flow rate to be measured 
and controlled, but it allows one to provide the network operator total flow 
records.  
 
The idea studying the flow state router is having knowledge enough to check 
performance of UCLP managing flow-state routing flows. The most important 
feature will be explained in this chapter, but not all the benefits of flow state 
routers will be written here, as this project is not focused on it. Furthermore, a 
comparative between packet based routers and the new ones, with flow state 
technology is done.  
  
3.2. PRINCIPLE OF STATE TECHNOLOGY WORKING  
 
The flow state technology is based on the principle of recognizing flows, routing 
the first packet of the flow, dynamically associating state with it and then 
switching remaining packets in the flow using this state information.  
 
A flow is a stream of packets from an application, normally consisting of packets 
identified with the same source address, destination address, IP protocol, 
source port and destination port. So, the notion of flow is network dependent.  
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Briefly described, this flow state technology recognizes flows based on 
predetermined hash functions, performs extensive processing on the first 
packet of a flow, associates this flow with a state and applies the result of this 
processing on subsequent packets in the flow. This state information is 
dynamically created and deleted without any explicit signalling. Rather, it is 
managed by monitoring the dynamics of flows.  
 
To do that, an internal processor array (PA) first checks to see if there is a flow-
block associated with this packet. The state of that flow is kept in a flow-block in 
flow DDR SDRAM. A packet can be matched to a flow by one of several ways: 
five tuple, three tuple, or Layer 2 header: 
 
• Five tuple: IP source/destination address, protocol, and 
source/destination ports if TCP or UDP. 
• Three tuple: IP source and destination address, and protocol 
fields. 
• Layer 2 header: MPLS top label, Frame Relay DLCI or Ethernet 
VLAN ID.  
 
The processor, first routes the first packet of a flow and switches subsequent 
packets of a flow.   
 
3.3. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A PACKET-BASED ROUTER 
AND FLOW-STATE ROUTER  
 
Until now, as explained in the part above, the historical constraint on memory 
resources shaped the fundamental design of routers, which went unchallenged 
for 30 years. The fact that flow-state routers can keep the state of flows creates 
some differences if they are compared with packet-based ones. 
 
In this part, the differences between the two technologies are explained, at the 
same time that features of flow-state routing are showed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Differences between a packet-based router and flow-state router 
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3.3.1. Guaranteed bandwidth 
 
One of important capabilities of TDM, ATM and Frame Relay has been the 
capability to offer actual bandwidth guarantees for individual flows like voice, or 
for groups of flows like a VPN across the network. IP packet routers have no 
capability to offer individual flow guarantees since they do no keep track of 
flows. Their only possibility is to guarantee the maximum rate of a whole class 
that has a separate queue however this limits these IP packet routers to a small 
number of guarantees. ATM and Frame Relay have shown that real guarantees 
can command much higher revenues.  
 
The method by which a flow router achieves a guarantee is to compare the rate 
of the packet arrival in the state block to the guaranteed rate and discard if the 
user exceeds the agreed rate by some burst tolerance, just like ATM [27].  
3.3.2. Guarantees for flow groups 
 
Once a flow is determined to be within its own rate limit, a flow router can check 
an aggregate group of flows and discard the flow (UDP) or the packet (TCP) to 
maintain a guarantee on the group of flows. This has clear benefits for emerging 
broadband applications over an IP-only infrastructure, where hierarchical IP 
level QoS control is needed to satisfy the requirements of the service model.  
 
 
Figure 3.2  When precedence is enabled, new flow of high priority if over capacity is 
accepted and lower priority flow is dropped 
 
3.3.3. Dynamic Balance 
 
A standard IP packet router cannot dynamically balance any load because 
anytime the routing of a destination is changed, all the flows can get packets out 
of order. Therefore, routing changes cannot be done at the fast (50 ms) 
intervals required to achieve 7% utilization. Since route changes without flow 
identification, are so harmful to the QoS due to packet reordering, it is not 
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feasible to achieve any gain in dynamic load balancing with a best-efforts IP 
packet router.  
 
A flow router however can route each flow any way it wants to without any out-
of-order problem. Thus these devices can continuously change their routing to 
optimize the network’s resources. It is important to continually measure the load 
on all ports so that dynamic load balancing can determine the best path. This 
load balancing eliminates all the manual labour of MPLS manual routing, and 
actually achieves a much higher trunk loading than is possible with static load 
balancing due to the rapidly changing traffic load characteristics of IP traffic.  
 
3.3.4. Fast Failure Recovery 
 
When a routing decision is made for a flow and alternate, diverse route can also 
be determined. This can be stored with the state information so that if a card or 
trunk failure occurs, the flow can instantly be rerouted over the new path.  
 
Again, this depends on having multiple near-equal cost paths computed, but 
given this, each flow can be assigned the best diverse alternate based on its 
QoS, rate and the current trunk loading. If a path failure occurs, then the first 
packet in a flow to arrive at the broken point is turned around and returned to 
the source point. This tells the source that path is bad and the packet and all 
subsequent packets can be routed over the alternate path. When other flows 
encounter the break, they may have different alternate routes specified since 
the actual trunk utilizations across the topology will have varied as different 
flows have been set up. Thus no packets are lost after the break is discovered 
and flows that were on that path are automatically re-distributed over alternative 
paths, distributing the load. Guaranteed traffic and UDP traffic-will not be 
affected so long as there is sufficient TCP traffic to absorb the overload.  
 
In this way, a network can run at very high utilization until a failure occurs. Then 
the lost capacity can be absorbed by TCP traffic and the network can remain 
fully loaded without needing spare trunks.  
 
3.4. QUALITY OF SERVICE IN FLOW-STATE ROUTERS 
 
Maintaining flow state allows one to emulate, if desired, the expected behaviour 
of DiffServ as well as IntServ. In addition to this, flow state provides a number of 
additional benefits, such as the ability to guarantee bounds of loss, delay, and 
jitter for selected flows, as well as providing strict isolation between separate 
flows. In fact, once the first packet of a flow traverses the network, it becomes 
possible to emulate ATM-like in an IP network. In other words, it brings QoS 
guarantees to IP similar to connection-oriented technologies, without their 
signalling and latency overheads.  
 
Maintaining and using flow state also permits strict packet ordering. All packets 
belonging to the same flow can be guaranteed to be delivered in proper 
sequence. This overcomes a number of problems due to miss-ordering of 
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packets and well known associated drawbacks on end-to-end performance of 
UDP and TCP Internet flows.  
 
3.4.1. Caspian QoS Architecture 
 
As main objective is that UCLP supports a flow-state router is needed to study 
the QoS hierarchy of the flow-state router, in this case Caspian A50 to know 
how configure a lightpath, that is a guaranteed bandwidth.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Figure 3.3 shows the CLI hierarchy of QoS components.  
 
• Flow and Class Profiles: These profiles contain forwarding actions. 
After a packet is classified, a forwarding profile is assigned to the packet 
and the packet is acted upon accordingly. 
 
QoS Group 
Consists of one or more 
QoS Profiles applied on the 
same card.
QoS Profile 
Consists of one or more 
terms to classify traffic 
flows. 
Terms 
Consists of one or 
more rules to classify 
traffic 
From Then
Flow 
Profile 
Class 
Profile 
Traffic 
Rule 
Figure 3.3  Basis taxonomy of QoS 
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• Terms:  Contains match criteria against which incoming packets are 
compared to be classified after following rules of flow or class profiles. 
Each term has two parts: the part from that can be destination-address, 
destination-port, dscp-code, exp-code, protocol, source-address, source-
port and vlan-id; and then which determines the flow profile or class 
profile applied to those matching packets. 
 
• QoS Profile: A QoS Profile is created by grouping sets of terms and can 
have more than one term. QoS Profiles can be applied to line cards in 
order to determine how flows will be treated at the ingress and egress 
ports of that card. Although multiple QoS Profiles can be created, only 
one QoS Profile can be applied to a line card at a time. Different line 
cards within the same system can have different QoS Profiles running on 
them. 
 
• QoS Group: A QoS Group is created when a QoS Profile is applied to 
one or more line cards. For example, our hypothetical user could set up a 
“slow” QoS Profile containing sets of rules designed to give packets less 
favorable treatment and he could then apply this “slow” QoS Profile to 
the line cards in slots 1 and 2 to create a “slow” QoS Group. 
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CHAPTER 4. INTEGRATION OF A FLOW-STATE 
ROUTER IN UCLP 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The main focus of this project is to adapt current UCLP version to support A50 
flow-state routers from Caspian Networks. 
 
Until now, Layer 1 and Layer2 were supported on UCLP. So, this is the first time 
that a router is going to be introduced in the system. UCLP has been developed 
with high level of granularity, so only few modules will have to be changed to 
support the device. Most of the important changes will be carried out within the 
SCS (Switch Communication System) module, that is the lower level UCLP 
module, already  introduced at chapter 2.  
 
This chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, an analysis of SCS will be done in 
order to analyze which parts have to be readapted and how to do it to support 
the flow state router. After that, some ideas of how to do this work will be 
showed, presenting some constraints of the device to do it, and a final solution 
will be given.  
 
4.2. SCS (Switch Communication Service) 
 
The Switch Communication Service is the module that communicates with and 
controls a switch, so translates all the objects management from the other 
modules in order the equipment can understand it.  The specific details about 
the underlying switch remain transparent to the upper Jini services that call the 
SCS. Moreover, it manages the cycle of life of the resource objects (ROs).The 
SCS offers to the system an interface with five basic operations: 
 
1. Do a cross-connection. 
2. Delete a cross-connection. 
3. To obtain the state of the physical resources of the switch.  
4. Create a RO. 
5. Delete a RO. 
 
In this way, the SCS functions can be divided in two blocks: on the one hand, 
the direct interaction with the device; and on the other hand, the creation, 
stateful and elimination of ROs.   
 
4.2.1. Resource Objects Hierarchy 
 
Before beginning to explain the SCS structure, the classes structure that 
implement the ROs will be showed, as well as the functionally of every one.  
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There are four different types of RO, and all of them inherit the attributes from 
the same class RO. This class represents all the characteristics of every 
physical resource of the equipment. The RO class has the following attributes: 
 
• roID: Object Identifier. It is unique for all the UCLP system.  
• switchID: Identify the switch to which the resource belongs.  
• lpoID: The LPO id of the LPO that is associated with this resource 
• slot: The slot for this resource. 
• port: The port for this resource. 
• bandwidth: Bandwidth of this resource in Mbps. 
• isConnected: If the RO is connected to another RO, it contains the id of 
the second.  
• description: Description of the RO.  
• endpointRO: True if this resource object is an endpoint resource object . 
 
 
The classes that extend from RO represent different physical resources that can 
be found at every switch.  
 
• WavelengthRO: Represents a card that works with wavelengths.  
• EthernetRO: Represents a card that works with the Ethernet protocols. It 
has only one attribute, type, and is used to represents the Ethernet 
family: Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, GigabitEthernet and 10GigabitEthernet.  
• SONETRO: Represents a channel SONET/SDH.  
• VLANRO: Represents a VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network). 
 
 
 
 
 
SCS 
CS Interface 
OXC 
LPOS 
JavaSpace
RO
WavelengthRO EthernetRO 
SONETRO VlanRO 
Resource
Objects
RouterRO
Figure 4.1 Resource Object Structure 
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4.2.1.1. A New Resource Object: RouterRO 
 
In order to adapt the system to support the flow-state router, a new RO have 
had to be created. RouterRO class is extended from RO. 
 
The attributes of this class are used to manage the elements of the router, as 
this is the first time that a router will be introduced on the software. The new 
objects of this class are:  
 
• sourceIP: Represents the source IP of the connection.   
• destIP: Represents the destination IP of the connection. 
• sourceport: Represents the logical source port of connection. 
• destPort: Represents the logical destiny port of connection.  
• protocol: Gives information about the protocol: UDP or TCP.  
 
4.3. SCS ARCHITECTURE 
4.3.1. SCS layer 
 
The main changes of the software have been made at SCS (Switch 
Communication Service) layer, because this part controls the devices supported 
by UCLP.  The internal switch interface methods are showed in the Figure 4.2. 
 
The language used to communicate with the router is CLI (Command Line 
Interface). A CLI is a user interface to a computer's operating system or an 
application in which the user responds to a visual prompt by typing in a 
command on a specified line, receives a response back from the system, and 
then enters another command, and so forth. 
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Figure 4.2 Classes structure of the internal switch interface 
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In order to configure the router remotely using the software, an SSHTransport 
class has been created. This class uses the SSH protocol which permits secure 
remote access over a network from one computer to another. SSH negotiates 
and establishes an encrypted connection between an SSH client and an SSH 
server. 
 
Moreover, the SCS has a hierarchy of switch information objects that are used 
to query about the current state of the equipment. 
 
Apart from the new resource object the tasks made related to control new 
devices of Caspian Networks have been the next (See Annex III):  
 
- Creation of new package SSHTransport to allow connections to Caspian 
Networks devices.  
- Creation of CaspianCLISession class. This class is used to connect to 
the router using SSH and send remotely the configuration needed by the 
user.  
 
4.4. STUDYING THE FLOW-STATE ROUTER 
4.4.1. Introduction 
 
After defining functional specifications that A50 Caspian’s UCLP version has to 
implement and planning the changes in the UCLP 1.4 software, the network’s 
hardware was studied. The goal was to have a good knowledge of the devices 
A50 flow-state routers to know how to configure them and localize potential 
problems or incompatibilities with UCLP.   
 
The scenario, which architecture is showed at the next point was used to test 
the router at these points:  
 
- Familiarize with the command line interface (CLI) of the router.  
- Learn to configure the router. 
- Evaluate the QoS mechanism and architecture.  
- Study how to create a cross-connection to add configuration code to 
SCS layer of UCLP software, as this is the final goal of this first step.  
The idea would be that the router worked as a switch, as the goal of 
UCLP is creating end-to-end lightpaths connections. The first idea to do 
that was configure two interfaces (physical ports) in the same VLAN in 
order that the router worked as a switch. Therefore, the information 
would be forwarded without looking at routing tables.  
 
The scenario was placed at CRC (Communications Research Center of 
Canada) because Caspian Networks left a device to the UCLP team to make 
tests. It was formed by: 
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• Two PC’s with: 
 
- Linux Operating System. 
- Gigabit Ethernet NICS. 
- IPerf tool installed.  
 
• Router Apeiro50 of Caspian Networks with three gigabit line cards.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.3    Architecture of the scenario 
 
4.4.2. Configuring a guaranteed rate 
 
As explained in chapter two, a lightpath is any uni-directional point to point 
connection with effective guaranteed bandwidth. Beginning from that, it is 
needed to know how to configure a guaranteed rate in the router.  
 
The first step was learning how to configure the router, and after having some 
knowledge of that, the QoS hierarchy was studied in order to achieve one of the 
main objectives: configuring a flow with guaranteed rate.  
 
The results of that work can be found in the annex I: How to configure a 
guaranteed bandwidth in A50. In this document, all the steps that can be 
followed to configure the router are explained and shown using examples.  
 
In order to test how the router reacted after configuring a guaranteed rate, some 
tests were made using IPerf tool. IPerf is client/server application where a 
server process must be started on one machine, and a client process on 
another, to measure maximum TCP bandwidth, allowing the tuning of various 
parameters and UDP characteristics. Moreover IPerf reports bandwidth, delay 
jitter, datagram loss [28] . 
4.4.2.1. Tests Methodology 
 
As the architecture of the scenario was formed only by two PCs, one of them 
(Canarie1) was used as the server, and the other was used as the client. (Iota). 
The traffic used to make the tests was UDP because it is a packet based, 
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connectionless, best-effort service, allowing the fastest and most simple way of 
transmitting data to the receiver.  
 
The router was configured to support a guaranteed rate of 300 Mbps if the port 
was 5002 and the destiny was the IP of the server that was listening: 
 
 
 
 
flow olga-f1 {                  
    rate 300000; 
    type gr; 
} 
flow olga-f3 { 
    type ar; 
} 
term 1 { 
    from { 
        destination-port { 
            [ 5001 ]; 
        } 
        destination-address { 
            142.92.76.70/32; 
        } 
    } 
    then { 
        flow olga-f3; 
    } 
} 
term 2 { 
    from { 
        destination-port { 
            [ 5002 ]; 
        } 
        destination-address { 
            142.92.76.70/32; 
        } 
    } 
    then { 
        flow olga-f1; 
    } 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Flow for guaranteed rate of 300Mbps 
Flow for available rate.  
If destination flow is 5001 and destination 
address is the showed, flow “olga-f3” will 
be applied, so an available rate.  
If destination flow is 5002 and destination 
address is the showed, flow “olga-f1” will 
be applied, so a guaranteed rate of 300 
Mbps.  
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The methodology of tests was the following:  
 
1. From port 5002 of the client, 550 Mbps of traffic AR (available rate) 
were sent to the server that was listening on port 5002. Using IPerf, 
the time that the test will run can be delimited. In this case, the total 
time sending traffic was 300 seconds.  
2. After approximately 100 seconds that from port 5002 traffic was being 
sent, from port 5001 of the same PC, 300 Mbps of guaranteed rate 
(GR) traffic were sent during a period of time of 120 seconds.  
3. The idea was to observe how the available rate had to diminish to 
have bandwidth enough for the guaranteed rate. 
 
Approximately, one hundred tests of this type were made. An average of the 
results can be observed in the Figure 4.4. The results were completely as it was 
expected. The graphic shows as traffic AR have to diminish to leave bandwidth 
to allow the guaranteed rate to arrive at 300Mbps.  
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Figure 4.4 Results of guaranteed rate tests.  
 
On the one hand, if bandwidth send from port 5002 would be lower, the tax 
would have been guaranteed too, because of the 300 Mbps guaranteed. On the 
other hand, if sender tax would have been more than 300 Mbps (the guaranteed 
tax), the AR link capacity would have been divided between the two flows. 
Therefore, the GR traffic that passes 300 Mbps will be considered as AR traffic.  
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Apart from the guaranteed bandwidth it is important to establish a maximum 
rate for the user of the network in order that he cannot inundate the different 
links that pass-through the end-to-end connection.  
 
After testing the QoS mechanism, it can be concluded that the router can 
support a lightpath because a maximum/guaranteed rate can be configured, 
and it has been tested.  
4.4.3. Creating a Cross-Connection 
 
In order to switch the packet flow from an interface to another, without doing 
any kind of routing table lookup is obvious to think that the router have to 
actuate like a layer two device. The main functionality of layer tree is deciding 
which the best way of the packets is and assuring that the packets will arrive at 
their destiny, using this best way or not. Nevertheless, for provisioning 
lightpaths the information of layer three is not useful, because any change in the 
topology at layer three implies a change in the best way to reach the end. This 
new optimal way does not have to necessarily know UCLP. UCLP has its own 
failure recovery mechanisms based on layer 2,5 (MPLS), 2 and 1.  
 
Switching is the capability of extract the information of an incoming lightpath 
and sending it into another lightpath in order to establish an end-to-end 
connection. This action is called a cross-connection.  
 
Circuit Cross-Connect (CCC) Layer 2 switching is very similar to that of a 
traditional Layer 2 switch, which maps DLCIs, MACs or ATM VCs into an 
outgoing port. The switched connections are configured manually; no dynamic 
signaling is supported and no Layer 3 processing or lookup is done, which 
means that any Layer 3 protocol can be carried as payload. 
 
Circuit cross-connect (CCC) allows to configure transparent connections 
between two circuits, where a circuit can be a Frame Relay data-link connection 
identifier (DLCI), an ATM VC, a PPP interface, a Cisco High-Level Data Link 
Control (HDLC) interface, or an MPLS label-switched path (LSP). Using CCC, 
packets from the source circuit are delivered to the destination circuit with, at 
most, the Layer 2 address being changed. No other processing, such as header 
checksums, time-to-live (TTL) decrementing, or protocol processing, is done.  
 
CCC circuits fall into two categories: logical interfaces, which include DLCIs, 
VCs, virtual local area network (VLAN) IDs, PPP and Cisco HDLC interfaces; 
and LSPs. The two circuit categories provide three types of cross-connect:  
 
• Layer 2 switching: Cross-connects between logical interfaces provide 
what essentially Layer 2 is switching. The interfaces that connect must 
belong to the same type.  
 
• MPLS tunnelling: Cross-connects between interfaces and LSPs allow 
connecting two distant interface circuits of the same type by creating 
MPLS tunnels that use LSPs as the conduit. 
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• LSP stitching: Cross-connects between LSPs provide a way to "stitch" 
together two label-switched paths, including paths that fall in two different 
traffic engineering database (TED) areas. 
 
On Ethernet-based router interfaces, it can be configured one of the three 
Ethernet CCC encapsulation types, Ethernet CCC, VLAN CCC, or Extended 
VLAN CCC. 
 
Another kind of CC is the Translational Cross-Connect (TCC) that is a switching 
concept that allows establishing interconnections between a variety of Layer 2 
protocols or circuits. It is similar to CCC. However, while CCC requires the 
same Layer 2 encapsulations on each side of a networks router (such as PPP-
to-PPP or Frame Relay-to-Frame Relay), TCC lets to connect different types of 
Layer 2 protocols interchangeably. Using TCC, combinations such as PPP-to-
ATM and Ethernet-to-Frame Relay connections are possible. 
 
TCC works by removing the Layer 2 header when frames enter the router and 
adding a different Layer 2 header on the frames before they leave the router.  
 
Currently, the Apeiro flow-state router only supports Layer two switching CCC 
over Frame Relay, so actually a cross-connection over Ethernet is not 
supported. That was the first idea to adapt the router to the UCLP system, but 
as it cannot be done, other solutions have to be found. 
 
4.4.4. The final solution: Configuring l2vpn 
 
Once studied the router and search that a CCC cannot be done over Ethernet, it 
is needed to think in a new solution. The clues to obtain the final solution are: 
 
• Find a solution supported by Apeiro 50 of Caspian Networks that uses 
a technology that follows a standard, or as near of a standard as 
possible.  
 
• It has to be suitable for UCLP software.  
 
• It has to be IP network independent. UCLP has been thought for long 
end-to-end connections that pass through over countries, networks and 
different administrative domains. The key to do that is that the resources 
taken to create the lightpath are not used by the owners: dark fiber and 
switch ports. In this case, the resource used for the establishment of the 
lightpath will be a router, a shared resource. Moreover, using a router 
that is layer 3 equipment, there is a network level interaction. This means 
that the different administrative domains are, in fact, connected at 
network layer. Therefore, the two administrative domains will mesh all 
the packets at network level, with all the consequences that this implies. 
The end-to-end connection has to use an overlay network using the 
same infrastructure of the different administrative domains, but not at IP 
level.  
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• It has to provide QoS and use as best as possible the flow 
technology.  The hierarchy of the router has to be used to provide an 
interface (to the user) to specify the QoS parameters and, even, a traffic 
differentiation (using flows) with independent treatment (using QoS-
profiles). In fact, this is the difference between Apeiro 50 and other 
companies’ network layer equipment. 
 
The final solution that accomplishes all the requirements above mentioned is 
Layer Two Virtual Private Network (L2VPN). L2VPN is a solution for 
transporting Layer 2 traffic over an IP/MPLS backbone. It can accommodate 
many types of Layer 2 frames, including Ethernet, Frame Relay, ATM, PPP and 
HDLC. It encapsulates packets at the provider-edge router (PE), transports 
them over the backbone to the provider-edge router on the other side of the 
cloud, removes encapsulation, and sends them to their destination [29].  
 
To adapt the Caspian flow-state router to the UCLP system, the resources that 
are needed are: 
 
• Port objects: The port represents the physical or logical gigabit 
Ethernet interface of the router. The new features of this object will be 
QoS parameters, that will able to be configured remotely using UCLP 
software. These QoS parameters can be guaranteed rate or all the 
power that the flow-state technology can offer for identifying, classifying 
and QoS processing.  
 
• Lightpath objects: Lightpath Objects are abstractions of one or more 
concatenated lightpaths with a set of methods that define the possible 
connections to other lightpath objects at a switch or interface and 
optionally enable the lightpath object to be partitioned into smaller 
lightpath objects (i.e. inheritance) which may then be advertised to other 
users. In this case, the lightpath object will be part of the MPLS network.   
 
 
As can be seen in the Figure 4.5 , the actual UCLP capabilities, showed at the 
edges of the figure, are based on ports, dark fibers or lambdas dedicated or not 
used, that provider network leases. The new UCLP capabilities are showed in 
the core of the figure. The edge routers of the MPLS network are flow-state 
routers, where the customer can configure the QoS that needs for an end-to-
end connection.  Moreover, these routers are the point of access to the MPLS 
tunnel. The L2VPN will be configured using UCLP as well as the QoS 
parameters.  
 
The capacity of the lightpath that is represented by the L2VPN can be 
configured applying a guaranteed rate on every interface along the path of the 
end-to-end connection. Moreover, a maximum rate can be configured in order 
to limit the bandwidth that the customer can use. Then, the sender can 
configure his maximum rate with a margin from the established maximum rate 
in order to diminish the efficiency loss that implies to create a tunnel.   
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An example of a complete configuration of a possible scenario can be found in 
Annex II.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Actual and new UCLP capabilities. 
 
Note that it continues being the same architecture and technologies used until 
now to make ‘virtual’ possible end-to-end UCLP demos. The main difference is 
that, while in the past the entire configuration needed at the network equipment 
involved in the l2vpn was done manually, now is different. For sure, a good 
approximation for now is like that: the connection between the access interface 
(port object) and the MPLS tunnel is done automatically, by the UCLP system, 
and the MPLS tunnel (lightpath object) is previously configured by the 
administrators of the provider network.   
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CHAPTER 5. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
This thesis has reached different kind of objectives. At technological level, some 
new trends in optical networks and routers have been studied. Moreover UCLP 
has continued being developed to support the flow-state router. At the same 
time, the research collaboration between i2cat and Caspian Networks has had 
closer to conclude in a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) that will be 
signed in the next months.  
 
The first objective of this thesis was studying and understanding the new 
tendencies in optical networks, concretely the new idea of network called 
“customer empowered networks” (CEN) that is becoming increasingly common 
among large enterprise networks, university research networks and government 
departments.  It can be concluded that this new trend in optical networks is 
useful in today’s market, where dynamic configuration of the network according 
to changing market is essential for business profit. Nevertheless, the actual 
client-server model used in the commercial internet does not benefit the 
implantation of this technology because it won’t be easy that companies share 
information about their networks’ topology, for example. On the contrary, it finds 
significant opportunities in non-profit research and educational networks, where, 
apart from reduced operational cost, the research community is more reduced, 
and therefore, it is possible to run a system like this using its networks.  
 
A router, that is still being developed, with flow-state technology, patented by 
Caspian Networks, has been analyzed and tested. A comparative between 
stateless and stateful routers has been done, as well as a widely study of flow-
state technology in order to see which are the advantages that can provide to 
UCLP system.  
 
The UCLP software, which is an initiative of Canarie to search a solution to 
manage their optical network, so to manage a CEN, has been presented in this 
thesis. The software is designed to allow end users to create their specific IP 
network. UCLP architecture has been described and the technical challenges 
discussed. Furthermore, some parts of the software has been developed and 
redefined to support a new device. It has seen that this router can provide a 
very accurate QoS at IP level, so can provide QoS functionalities to UCLP. 
Moreover, thanks to keeping the state of the flows, the router offers the 
advantage of applying the QoS at individual flow level.  
 
The advanced QoS capabilities of this router offer two differentiated advantages 
to UCLP system. First, as the traffic is guaranteed at packet level along different 
real and possibly shared links, UCLP can see it as a dedicated lightpath. 
Moreover, the capacity of this lightpath can be configured in a very accurate 
way, because the router. Second, applying flow processing at every input 
interface offers IP QoS end-to-end for traffic inside the lightpath. This 
configuration of QoS can be as near as the customer wants to an integrated 
services (IntServ) model. It is important to note that, until now the UCLP system 
only worked at layer two. Now, thanks to recognizing flows, it is the first time 
that inside a lightpath the traffic will able to be recognized per port or per IP. 
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Moreover, using L2VPN technology, the lightpath will be able to go thought 
tunnels without previous manually configuration, except the existing MPLS 
network. This is, because UCLP will up the interfaces, QoS configuration and 
the tunnel remotely and automatically, after user interaction.  
 
This solution will be able to be used always that the network supports MPLS . 
This is not a problem since UCLP system has been thought to go trough 
different network domains, and nowadays, national and international 
educational and research networks, as Red Iris or Geant supports MPLS. 
Nevertheless, the first idea to focus this thesis was easier and simpler, and was 
centred in configuring CCCs. This line of investigation disappeared when, after 
testing and studying all the router features, it was observed that the router didn’t 
support this technology. Furthermore, staying in contact with Caspian router 
developers, they confirmed that the only kind of CCCs that will support is CCC 
over Frame Relay, but in this moment is still being developed. The final solution 
is more complex, but better because the solution is integrated in the entire 
connection.  
 
Apart from that, this thesis has helped at i2cat foundation and Caspian 
Networks to make closer their collaboration. This is a good sign in order to help 
the advance of network investigation. Thanks to cooperation between 
institutions and companies the benefices that can be achieved in research are 
higher. Moreover, this thesis has had also the collaboration of CRC because 
during some months the flow-state router of Caspian has been placed in their 
laboratories.  
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CHAPTER 6. FUTURE WORK 
           
The future work in order to improve the User Controlled Provisioning system 
can be divided in some points:  
 
• Changes in the graphical user interface. The changes at the other 
modules, i.e. the addition of new functionalities and devices imply 
changes in the GUI to manage these new devices and features. All this 
changes will consist of the addition to the windows of some new Swing 
JComponents related to new equipment, new options when creating 
configurations, and other changes that interact with the GUI. 
 
• Adaptation of the software to other layer 3 equipment. UCLP has 
been developed to control and manage optical network equipment, but 
the system can be adapted to support other network elements, like 
switches, routers or even sensors. Moreover, it is relatively easy to make 
these adaptations because only a module of the system has to be 
changed. That is the SCS (Switch Communication Services).  
 
• International demonstration of the new functionalities. Due to the 
time period constraint to develop this thesis, it has been impossible to 
prepare an international demonstration of the new functionalities of 
UCLP. It would be interesting to show to the international research 
community this new functionality. A proposal of this demo is showed in 
the annex II.  
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ANNEX I. HOW TO CONFIGURE A GUARANTEED 
BANDWIDTH ON A50 
 
This document provides the steps needed to configure in Caspian A50 router a 
guaranteed bandwidth. These steps have been followed to codify the part of 
UCLP software that access automatically to the router to configure it during the 
establishment of a lightpath.  
 
 
I.1 CREATE A FLOW PROFILE 
A flow term is a highly granular way of identifying individual flows of traffic. 
Ways that the flow could be acted upon include: 
 
― Rate:  Is a range of values from 1 Kbps to a maximum of 2 Gbps. For 1 
Mbps you would enter a value of 1000, and for 2 Gbps, you would enter 
a value of 2000000. There is no default value for this parameter.  
― Remarking dscp: Identifying flows and adding a dscp to a flow that does 
not already have a dscp, or altering an existing dscp. 
― Drop priority: Increasing or decreasing the probability that packets in a 
certain flow will be dropped during periods of congestion. The value can 
range from 1 to 7. 
― Dynamic flow identification: Allows define multiple threshold profiles 
and multiple action profiles that determine how traffic is handled based 
on defined thresholds.  
― Burst tolerance: A method of smoothing out the peaks during periods of 
heavy traffic. Burst tolerance is defined in milliseconds and has values of 
4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128.The default value is 4 ms.  
 
To create a flow term (for an IP network), first log into the CLI (edit mode), and 
then follow this specifications:  
 
• The commands have to be included at forwarding-profiles so write: edit 
forwarding-profiles. 
• Now a flow profile can be created. Write: set flow [profile-name of flow] 
rate [rate value] type [ar | cr | gr | mr]. where: 
 
o The profile name is any name. 
o As we want a guaranteed rate, the type will be configured with 
guaranteed rate (gr) but can be any of the following: 
 
? GR (Guaranteed Rate): GR flows have a maximum rate 
guarantee with minimal delay variation. Each flow is rate-
limited to the configured rate. 
? MR (Maximum Rate): (If no type is specified, the default is 
MR.) When a flow is assigned to maximum rate (MR) 
forwarding, the packets will be forwarded as they arrive. In 
other words, the MR packets will be scheduled to the first 
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available slot when there is no congestion. Packets in MR 
flows are policed according to the available packet memory. 
Once packet buffer or burst tolerance is exceeded, then 
packets in MR flows are dropped using a simple tail-drop 
mechanism. Since packets in MR flows are not scheduled into 
the future, the number and rate of MR flows in the QoS 
Features and Applications 3-25 Caspian Networks, Inc. Part 
No. CN80015KA QoS Configuration Steps system should be 
kept to a minimum to prevent disrupting GR flows. 
? AR (Available Rate): Refers to a flow that uses only the 
available rate (similar to Best Effort). During congestion, the 
packet drop in AR flows is proportional to the level of port 
congestion and the ingress rate. 
? CR (Composite Rate): Composite rate service behaves like 
the combination of GR and AR. Composite Rate is a 
guaranteed minimum Rate plus Available Rate bandwidth (if 
additional bandwidth is available). When a burst of these 
packets is received, the egress data rate shall not be less than 
a defined minimum rate. These flows are different from GR 
flows in that they are not delay variation sensitive and that the 
rate guarantee is a minimum instead of a maximum.  
 
Example of flow-profile 
 
For example, if we want to create a flow-profile with guaranteed rate and rate of 
5Mbps, with name guaranteed-f1: 
 
[edit forwarding-profiles]    
#  set flow guaranteed-f1 rate 5000 type gr 
#  commit 
 
After executing a command, to save the changes a commit command have to 
be always sent.  
 
I.2 CREATE A QoS PROFILE 
A QoS profile is used to classify traffic flows and identify them. To do that, 
commands have to be added at the [edit forwarding qos] hierarchy. 
 
As QoS profile is made of terms and each term has two parts: 
 
• A “from” part, which screens traffic and determines matching packets.  
• A “then” part, which determines the flow profile or class profile applied to 
those matching packets.  
 
The steps to create a QoS profile are as following:  
 
•  The commands have to be included at the [edit forwarding qos] setpoint, 
so write: edit forwarding qos 
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• Now the QoS profile can be created: set profile [profile name] term [term 
name]  where: 
 
o Profile name is any name with no practical limits to the length. 
Any characters (except the space bar) can be used. 
o Term name is any name with the same characteristics of profile 
name.     
 
• After that, the term have to be configured with the “from” and “then” 
parts. To configure the part “from” we type: set profile [profile name] term 
[term name] from (destination-address [address] | destination-port [port]  | 
protocol [protocol-type] | source-address [address] | source-port [port] | 
vlan-id [value])   
 
Where: 
 
o Profile Name is the name of the QoS profile to contain the term. 
 
o Term-name is any name. There are no practical limits to the 
length or the characters that can be entered in this name, except 
the space bar. Before creating a term, you must know which QoS 
profile will contain the term. Term cannot simply be moved or 
duplicated from one QoS profile to another.  
 
o Source-address <netaddr> is any valid IP address. A range of IP 
addresses should be specified using a subnet mask. 
 
o Destination-address <netaddr> is any valid IP address. A range 
of IP addresses should be specified using a subnet mask. 
 
o Source-port <port> is any integral value from 0-65,536. If the 
numerical value of a port corresponding to a service is not known, 
the alphanumeric string can be entered and the Apeiro router will 
automatically map this string to its port. 
 
o Destination-port <port> is any integral value from 0-65,536. If the 
numerical value of a port corresponding to a service is not known, 
the alphanumeric string can be entered and the Apeiro router will 
automatically map this string to its port.  
 
o Protocol is the integral value that corresponds to a protocol. If the 
number is not known, an alphanumeric string can be entered and 
the Apeiro router will automatically map this string to its 
corresponding protocol. 
 
o Vlan-id is the virtual local area network (VLAN) ID. VLAN ID 
classification is used on Gigabit Ethernet interfaces only.  
 
• Type the following command to select the (flow) forwarding profile that 
will be associated with this flow term: 
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set profile [profile name] term [term name] then flow [flow profile 
name] 
 
Where: 
 
flow profile name is the name of the flow forwarding profile containing 
actions you wish to apply to the specified flow.  
 
Example of QoS profile and terms 
 
The following example shows the command used to create a QoS profile and 
term at an ingress interface that identifies traffic with the following 
characteristics: 
 
• Originating from the IP address 1.2.3.4 
• Destined for the IP address 4.3.2.1 
• Source port of 5001 
• Destination port of 5001 
• UDP protocol 
 
[edit] 
# set forwarding qos profile P1 term T1 from source-address 1.2.3.4 
destination-address 4.3.2.1 source-port 5001 destination-port 5001 protocol 
UDP 
#   set forwarding qos profile P1 term T1 then flow F1 
#   commit 
 
 
I.3 APPLYING QoS PROFILES TO LINE CARDS 
After creating a QoS profile you must apply it to interfaces. Only one QoS profile 
can be applied to an interface at a time.  
 
You apply the QoS profile to either an input (ingress) interface or an output 
(egress) interface. Rules in a QoS profile do not take effect until the QoS profile 
has been applied to an interface.  
 
To apply a QoS profile to an interface, use the following commands: 
 
• Log into the CLI (edit mode). 
• Type: edit interfaces [interface-name] 
• After that, we can apply the QoS profile to the interface: set qos profile 
(input | output ) [profile-name] 
 
Where: 
 
• Interface-name is the name of the SONET/SDH or Gigabit Ethernet 
interface. In this casa, the profiles applied to the line cards have been 
Gigabit Ethernet.  The name follows this structure ge-x/y/z where x is the 
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shelf number, y is the card slot number, and z is the Gigabit Ethernet port 
number.  
 
To apply the QoS profile to an ingress port, include the input profile-
name command. To apply the Qos profile to an egress port, include the 
output profile-name command.  
 
• Profile-name is the name of the QoS profile you want to apply to he 
interface.  
 
Example of applying a QoS profile to an interface 
 
The following example shows the command used to apply QoS profile “P1” to 
the egress interface located at port 3 on the Gigabit Ethernet line card in slot 4 
of shelf 0. 
 
[edit] 
#   set interfaces ge-0/4/3 qos-profile output P1 
#   commit 
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ANNEX II. DEMO OR TESTBED CONFIGURATION 
EXAMPLE 
 
 
 
Figure II.1. Scheme of the architecture’s demo 
 
This scenario represents three independent networks (AS) running UCLP 
compatible with Caspian A50. BGP peering is needed to communicate the 
different autonomous systems.  
 
The first provider edge uses a Gigabit Ethernet (with VLAN tag 32) connecting 
to a standard Layer 2 VPN. You can use MPLS on interfaces pointing toward 
the core and the edge, establish a Layer 2 VPN BGP peer relationship with 
PE2, use LDP or Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) for traffic travelling 
through the core, and configure the proper VRF (Virtual Router Forwarder) 
instance. Finally, you create policies for PE1 that will set a private community 
tag on outbound BGP traffic heading to PE2 and accept incoming traffic that 
matches similar community traffic from PE2. 
 
The gold letter is used to describe the configuration that previously has had to 
be configured by every domain. This corresponds to the lightpath object.  The 
red letter is used to reference the configuration needed in the A50 to do the 
cross-connection between the access interface (port object) and the previously 
MPLS configured tunnel. 
 
PE1 
 
[edit] 
interfaces { 
    ge-0/3/0 { 
 admin-state is; 
 vlan-tagging; 
        description "Ethernet acces to LSP";  
        admin-state is; 
 unit 32 { 
  family mpls; 
        qos-profile { 
             output pe1; 
} 
 } 
   } 
    ge-1/0/0 { 
 admin-state is; 
        description "to P so-1/0/0"; 
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        family mpls; 
    qos-profile { 
            output pe1; 
} 
        } 
    } 
    lo0 { 
        unit 0 { 
            family inet { 
                address 10.255.255.174/32; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
protocols { 
    mpls { 
        interface ge-0/3/0.32; 
        interface ge-1/0/0; 
    } 
    bgp { 
        group my-internal-peers { 
            type internal; 
            local-address 10.255.255.174; 
            family l2-vpn { 
                unicast; 
            } 
            neighbor 10.255.255.177; 
        } 
    } 
    ldp { 
        interface ge-1/0/0; 
    } 
} 
policy-options { 
    policy-statement companyA-import { 
        term T1 { 
            from { 
                protocol bgp; 
                community companyA; 
            } 
            then accept; 
        } 
        term Final { 
            then reject; 
        } 
    } 
    policy-statement companyA-export { 
        term T1 { 
            then { 
                community add companyA; 
                accept; 
            } 
        } 
        term Final { 
            then reject; 
        } 
    } 
    community companyA members target:100:1; 
} 
routing-instances { 
    companyA { 
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        instance-type l2vpn; 
        interface ge-0/3/0.32; 
        route-distinguisher 10.255.255.174:1; 
        vrf-import companyA-import; 
        vrf-export companyA-export; 
        protocols { 
            l2vpn { 
                encapsulation-type interworking; 
                    site UPC { 
                        site-identifier 1; 
                        interface ge-0/3/0 { 
                        remote-site-id 2; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
qos { 
        profile pe1 { 
            term 1 { 
                from { 
                    destination-port { 
                        [ XX ]; 
                    } 
                    destination-address { 
                        10.255.255.174; 
                    } 
                } 
                then { 
                    flow f1; 
                     
                } 
            } 
 
flow f1 { 
    rate 70000; 
    type gr; 
 
On the provider core router (P), you need only enable MPLS and LDP on the 
interfaces that bridge the gap between the PE routers. 
 
PE 
 
[edit] 
interfaces { 
    ge-1/0/0 { 
 admin-state is; 
        description "to PE1 ge-1/0/0"; 
     family mpls; 
        qos-profile { 
            output pe; 
} 
       
    } 
    ge-1/1/0 { 
 admin-state is; 
        description "to PE2 ge-1/1/2"; 
        family mpls; 
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        } 
     qos-profile { 
            output pe; 
} 
    } 
    lo0 { 
        unit 0 { 
            family inet { 
                address 10.255.255.173/32; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
protocols { 
    mpls { 
        interface ge-1/0/0; 
        interface ge-1/1/0; 
    } 
    ldp { 
        interface ge-1/0/0; 
        interface ge-1/1/0; 
    } 
} 
qos { 
        profile pe { 
            term 1 { 
                from { 
                    destination-port { 
                        [ XX ]; 
                    } 
                    source-address { 
                        10.255.255.174; 
                    } 
                } 
                then { 
                    flow f1; 
                     
                } 
            } 
 
flow f1 { 
    rate 70000; 
    type gr; 
 
 
You use MPLS on interfaces pointing toward the core and the edge, establish a 
Layer 2 VPN BGP peer relationship with PE1, use LDP or RSVP for traffic 
travelling through the core, and configure the proper VRF instance. Finally, you 
create policies on PE2 that will set a private community tag on outbound BGP 
traffic heading to PE1 and accept incoming traffic that matches similar 
community traffic from PE1. 
 
PE2 
 
[edit] 
interfaces { 
    ge-1/1/2 { 
 admin-state is; 
        description "acces"; 
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        family mpls; 
    qos-profile { 
           output pe2; 
} 
 
        } 
    } 
    ge-1/2/1 { 
 admin-state is; 
        description "to CE2 ge-1/2/1"; 
        admin-state is; 
    qos-profile { 
            output pe2; 
} 
 
    } 
    lo0 { 
        unit 0 { 
            family inet { 
                address 10.255.255.177/32; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
protocols { 
    mpls { 
        interface ge-1/1/2; 
        interface ge-1/2/1; 
    } 
    bgp { 
        group my-internal-peers { 
            type internal; 
            local-address 10.255.255.177; 
            family l2-vpn { 
                unicast; 
            } 
            neighbor 10.255.255.174; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
    ldp { 
        interface ge-1/1/2; 
    } 
} 
policy-options { 
    policy-statement companyA-import { 
        term T1 { 
            from { 
                protocol bgp; 
                community companyA; 
            } 
            then accept; 
        } 
        term Final { 
            then reject; 
        } 
    } 
    policy-statement companyA-export { 
        term T1 { 
            then { 
                community add companyA; 
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                accept; 
            } 
        } 
        term Final { 
            then reject; 
        } 
    } 
    community companyA members target:100:1; 
} 
routing-instances { 
    companyA { 
        instance-type l2vpn; 
        interface ge-1/2/1; 
        route-distinguisher 10.255.255.177:1; 
        vrf-import companyA-import; 
        vrf-export companyA-export; 
        protocols { 
            l2vpn { 
                encapsulation-type interworking; 
                    site Canada { 
                        site-identifier 2; 
                        interface so-1/2/1 { 
                            remote-site-id 1; 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
qos { 
        profile pe2 { 
            term 1 { 
                from { 
                    destination-port { 
                        [ XX ]; 
                    } 
                    source-address { 
                        10.255.255.173; 
                    } 
                } 
                then { 
                    flow f1; 
                     
                } 
            } 
 
flow f1 { 
    rate 70000; 
    type gr; 
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ANNEX III. NEW CLASSES FOR UCLP JAVA CODE  
 
CLASS RouterRO 
 
package es.i2cat.uclp.scs.resourceobjects.entries; 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.resourceobjects.entries.EthernetRO; 
 
public class RouterRO extends EthernetRO { 
  
 /** 
     * Type of the protocol used : UDP or TCP  
     */ 
    public String protocol; 
 
    /**  
     * The logical source port of connexion 
   
    public String sourcePort; 
 
    /** 
     *  The logical destiny port of connection 
     */ 
    public String destPort; 
     
    /** 
     * The source IP of connection 
     */ 
 
    public String sourceIP; 
     
    /** 
     * The destination IP of connection 
     */ 
      
    public String destIP; 
     
     
    /** 
     * Creates a new instance of EthernetRO 
     */ 
    public RouterRO() 
    { 
     this.protocol   = null; 
     this.sourcePort = null; 
     this.destPort   = null; 
     this.sourceIP   = null; 
     this.destIP     = null; 
            
    } 
  
 public String getProtocol() 
    { 
        return protocol; 
    } 
 
    /** 
     * Method setType Sets type of the ethernet connection 
     *  
     * @param ty   String The type of the connection 
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     */ 
    public void setProtocol(String prot) 
    { 
        protocol = prot; 
    } 
      
 public void getSourcePort (String sport){ 
   
  sourcePort = sport; 
 } 
  
 public String setSourcePort (){ 
   
  return sourcePort; 
 } 
  
  
 public void getDestPort (String dport){ 
   
  destPort = dport; 
 } 
  
 public String setDestPort (){ 
   
  return destPort; 
 } 
  
 public void getSourceIP (String sIP){ 
   
  sourceIP = sIP; 
 } 
  
  
 public String setSourceIP (){ 
   
  return sourceIP; 
 } 
  
  
 public void getDestIP (String dIP){ 
   
  destIP = dIP; 
 } 
  
 public String getDestIP (){ 
   
  return destIP; 
 } 
} 
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CLASS CaspianCLISession 
 
package es.i2cat.uclp.scs.protocols.caspiancli; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.util.logging.Logger; 
 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.equipment.Switch; 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.exceptions.ProtocolException; 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.exceptions.UnsupportedException; 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.protocols.Protocol; 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.transports.Transport; 
import es.i2cat.uclp.scs.protocols.cli.CLIResponseMsg; 
import es.i2cat.uclp.scs.transports.ssh.SSHTransport2; 
 
public class CaspianCLISession implements Protocol 
{ 
 Object session; 
 
 /** SCS Log */ 
 static private Logger sclog=Logger.getLogger("ca.crc.uclp.scs");     
  
 /** TCP Transport */ 
 private SSHTransport2 transport; 
  
 private Object[] options; 
  
 /** Returns the name of the "protocol" used */ 
 public String getName()  
 { 
  return "Caspian CLI"; 
 } 
 
 /** Returns a brief description of the "protocol" used */ 
 public String getDesc() { 
   
  return "CLI Parsing"; 
 } 
 
 /** Returns the Transport instance used */ 
 public Transport getTransport() { 
   
  return transport; 
 } 
 
 /** Creates a new instance of CaspianCLISession */ 
 public CaspianCLISession() 
 { 
  this.transport = null; 
 } 
  
 /** Creates a new instance of CaspianCLISession */ 
 public CaspianCLISession(SSHTransport2 trans) 
 { 
  this.transport = trans; 
 } 
 /** Sets the Transport instance used 
  * @param trans the instance of Transport to be used 
  * @throws UnsupportedException Thrown if the transport isn't              
supported by this switch implementation*/ 
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 public void setTransport(SSHTransport2 trans) throws  
UnsupportedException { 
   
  this.transport = trans; 
 } 
 
 /** Starts the CLI Session 
  * @throws ProtocolException Thrown if there are communincation     
problems with the switch*/ 
 
 public void startSession() throws ProtocolException { 
  try  
  { 
   transport.connect(); 
   transport.getMsg(); 
   scslog.finer("Connected"); 
  } 
  catch (IOException e)  
  { 
   throw new ProtocolException("CLISession.startSession: 
could not connect to switch"); 
  } 
   } 
 
 /** Stops the CLI Session */ 
 public void stopSession() throws ProtocolException { 
  scslog.finer("Disconnecting"); 
  transport.disconnect(); 
   
 } 
 
 /** Sends out an IOS command to the agent. 
  * @param command IOS raw command 
  * @return Object message received from the switch 
  * @throws ProtocolException Thorwn if no answer is received 
  * @see CLIResponseMsg 
 */ 
 public Object send(Object command) throws ProtocolException { 
  Object msg = null; 
  msg = (Object)this.send((String)command); 
  return msg; 
 } 
 
 /** Send command to the router. 
  * @param command to send 
  * @return String message received from the router 
  */  
 public Object sendCmd(String command){ 
  Object answer = null; 
   
  transport.sendMsg(command); 
  answer = (Object)transport.getMsg(); 
     
  return answer; 
     
 } 
 /** Sends out an array of IOS command to the agent. 
  * @param commandList  IOS raw command list 
  * @return Object array of messages received from the switch 
  * @throws ProtocolException Thown if no answer is received 
  * @see CLIResponseMsg 
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 Public Object[] send(Object[] commandList) throws 
ProtocolException { 
   
  Object[] msg=new Object[commandList.length]; 
  for(int i=0;i<commandList.length;i++) 
  { 
   msg[i]=send(commandList[i]); 
  } 
  return msg; 
 } 
 
 /** Returns an instance of the Options variable 
  *   @return Object[] options instance 
  */  
 public Object[] getOptions() { 
   
  return options; 
 } 
 
 /** Sets the Options variable values 
  *  @param obj options instance 
  */ 
 public void setOptions(Object[] obj) { 
   
  options = obj; 
   
 } 
 
CLASS SSHTransport 
 
package es.i2cat.uclp.scs.transports.ssh; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.OutputStream; 
import java.io.InputStream; 
import java.util.logging.Logger; 
 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.Crypt; 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.exceptions.FailedCmdException; 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.exceptions.ProtocolException; 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.protocols.Protocol; 
import ca.crc.uclp.scs.transports.Transport; 
 
import com.sshtools.j2ssh.SshClient; 
import com.sshtools.j2ssh.authentication.PasswordAuthenticationClient; 
import com.sshtools.j2ssh.session.SessionChannelClient; 
import com.sshtools.j2ssh.session.SessionOutputReader; 
import com.sshtools.j2ssh.transport.IgnoreHostKeyVerification; 
 
public class SSHTransport2 implements Transport 
{ 
 private SshClient ssh; 
 private SessionChannelClient session; 
 private SessionOutputReader sor;  
  private OutputStream out; 
  private InputStream in; 
  
  private String proxy    = null; 
 private String username = null; 
 private String password = null; 
 private String hostname = null; 
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 /** Position of the received output */ 
 private int outputPos = 0; 
 
static private Logger scslog = 
Logger.getLogger("ca.crc.uclp.scs"); 
  
  
 /** Creates a SSHTransport object to connect to a proxy 
  * @param proxy Name or ip of the proxy host 
  * @param username User name to log in the host 
  * @param password Password to log in the host 
  */     
 public SSHTransport2 (String username, String password, String 
host) 
 { 
  this.username = username; 
this.password = password;// new 
Crypt("DES").decryptHexString(password); 
  this.hostname = host; 
 } 
  
   
 /** Returns the name of the transport protocol used */ 
 public String getName()  
 { 
  return "SSH"; 
 } 
  
 /** Returns a brief description of the protocol used */ 
 public String getDesc()  
 { 
 return "SSH (over TCP) transport, used for devices with 
restricted access behind another machine"; 
 } 
   
 /** Sends a raw string to the device 
  * @param rawInput String to send 
  */ 
 public void sendMsg(String rawInput)  
 { 
  try { 
 System.out.println("Executing command..." + 
rawInput); 
     
    out = session.getOutputStream(); 
    out.write(rawInput.getBytes()); 
     
    System.out.println("Message sent succesfully"); 
         
   }  
  catch (Exception e) 
   { 
    e.printStackTrace(); 
    scslog.warning("Error sending message"); 
   }  
 } 
    
  /** Receives a raw string from the host  
  * @return String rawOutput 
  */ 
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 public String getMsg() 
 { 
  String answer = null; 
  String aux = null; 
  int read ; 
     
   
  try { 
   //Necessary wait for response (500 ms) 
     Thread.sleep(2000); 
  }  
  catch (InterruptedException e)  
  { 
   scslog.warning("Error getting message"); 
  } 
  aux = sor.getOutput(); 
   
  answer = aux.substring(outputPos); 
  outputPos = aux.length(); 
  System.out.println(answer); 
  return answer; 
 } 
 
  
 /** Disconnects from the proxy host */     
 public void disconnect()  
 { 
   
  try { 
 System.out.println("Session output -> " + 
sor.getOutput()); 
   System.out.println("Disconnecting..."); 
   scslog.finer("Disconnecting"); 
   out.close(); 
   session.close(); 
   ssh.disconnect(); 
   outputPos = 0; 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   scslog.warning("Error disconnecting"); 
  } 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * This enables other components to set transport options. 
  * @param opt Options Vector you can set any objects you want  
  */ 
 public void setOptions(Object[] opt)  
 { 
  //maxRecvSize = ((Integer)opt[0]).intValue(); 
 } 
  
 /** 
  * This enables other components to get transport options. 
  * @return obj Options Vector you can set any objects you want  
  */ 
 public Object[] getOptions() 
 { 
  /*Object [] obj=new Object[1]; 
  obj[0]=(Object)new Integer(maxRecvSize); 
  return obj;*/ 
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  return new Object[0]; 
 } 
  
  
 /** Connects to the remote host via SSH 
       * @throws IOException Throws IOException if it couldn't   
connection to host. This can be either an 
UnknownHostException or a IO Read/Write Exception  */ 
 
 
 public void connect() throws IOException 
 {    
  try  
  { 
   System.out.println("SSHtransport.connect"); 
   ssh = new SshClient(); 
 ssh.connect(hostname, new 
IgnoreHostKeyVerification()); 
   //ssh.connect(hostname); 
PasswordAuthenticationClient pwd = new 
PasswordAuthenticationClient(); 
   pwd.setUsername(username); 
   pwd.setPassword(password); 
   int result = ssh.authenticate(pwd); 
    
   /* The result MUST be 4, otherwise the SSH connection 
    * is not set up properly*/  
    
   if (result == 4) { 
     
 scslog.finest("Successful login to proxy through 
SSH"); 
   System.out.println("Connected to host"); 
   session = ssh.openSessionChannel(); 
 sor = new SessionOutputReader(session);   
 if (session.requestPseudoTerminal("vt100", 80, 
24, 0 , 0, "")){ 
     //starts the user shell 
     if (session.startShell()){ 
      in = (session.getInputStream()); 
      System.out.println(in); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   else  
   { 
    scslog.warning("Could not connect to proxy"); 
    System.out.println("Not connected to proxy"); 
 throw new 
ProtocolException("SSHCLISession.startSession: 
could not connect to proxy through SSH"); 
   } 
  } 
  catch (IOException e)  
  { 
   System.out.println("Exc: " + e.toString() ); 
 Thrownew ProtocolException("CLISession.startSession: 
could not connect to switch"); 
  } 
 } 
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 /** Logs into the device using telnet via the proxy */ 
 public void loginDevice() throws FailedCmdException 
 { 
  try { 
   if (session.isOpen()) 
   { 
 session.requestPseudoTerminal("vt100", 50, 80, 200, 
100, ""); 
   session.executeCommand( "telnet " + this.hostname ); 
     
   if (sor.waitForString("Connected", 2000)); 
   else  
    { 
 scslog.warning("Not connected. Could not login via 
telnet"); 
   System.out.println("Not connected. 
Could not login via telnet"); 
   disconnect(); 
throw (new FailedCmdException("Not connected. Could 
not login via telnet")); 
    } 
   } 
   else  
   {  
   scslog.warning("ERROR. SSH session is closed"); 
System.out.println("ERROR. SSH session is closed"); 
throw (new FailedCmdException("SSH session is 
closed"));  
   } 
     
  } catch (InterruptedException e1) { 
 scslog.warning("Not connected. Could not login via 
telnet"); 
 System.out.println("Not connected. Could not login 
via telnet"); 
   disconnect(); 
 throw (new FailedCmdException("Not connected. Could 
not login via telnet")); 
 
 } catch (IOException e) { 
 scslog.warning("Not connected. Could not login via 
telnet"); 
 System.out.println("Not connected. Could not login 
via telnet"); 
 disconnect(); 
 throw (new FailedCmdException("Not connected. Could 
not login via telnet")); 
  } 
 } 
  
  
 /** Gets the remote IP address of this SSHTransport instance 
  * @return String remote IP address 
  */ 
 public String getHost() 
 { 
  return hostname; 
 } 
   
 public void setHost(String host) 
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 { 
  this.hostname = host; 
 } 
         
public void setProtocol(Protocol prot) 
    { 
    } 
     
public String getPassword() { 
 return password; 
} 
  
public String getProxy() { 
 return proxy; 
 } 
  
public String getUsername() { 
 return username; 
 } 
} 
 
CLASS FOR TESTING 
 
package es.i2cat.uclp.scs.protocols.caspiancli; 
import es.i2cat.uclp.scs.transports.ssh.SSHTransport2; 
 
public class TestCaspian { 
 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
   
  String username = "canarie"; 
  String password = "!canarie!"; 
  String host = "67.95.201.120"; 
   
SSHTransport2 transport = new SSHTransport2 
(username, password, host); 
   
 CaspianCLISession session = new 
CaspianCLISession(transport); 
   
  try{ 
   
  session.startSession(); 
  session.sendCmd("edit\n"); 
  session.sendCmd("edit forwarding-profiles\n"); 
  session.sendCmd("set flow olga-f3 rate 5 type gr\n"); 
  session.sendCmd("up\n"); 
   
   
   
 
 
  // create a QoS Profile 
 
  session.sendCmd("edit forwarding qos\n"); 
 session.sendCmd("set profile olga-test1 term test1 
from destination-port 5001\n"); 
 session.sendCmd("set profile olga-test1 term test1 
then flow olga-f3\n"); 
  session.sendCmd("commit\n"); 
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  session.stopSession(); 
  } 
   
  catch(Exception ex){ 
    
  ex.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
      
} 
 
} 
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